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o. Preface 

0.1. Introductory Remarks 

The main purpose of this book is to provide a short, succinct overview of the 
grammar of the (Northern) Vogul language. In the introductory section (0) the 
following points will also be covered : Vogul ethnonyms, the position of the Vogul 
language within the Uralic language family, the geographical distribution of Vogul 
speakers and dialect areas, as well as the present status and presumable fate of 
the language. Following the grammatical survey (1-5) there will be a brief 
discussion of the Vogul lexis (6) and a historical survey of Vogul linguistic studies 
(7) . Part 8 will consist of three short Vogul texts together with lexical and 
grammatical explanations. To conclude with, a selected bibliography of the most 
important works on Vogul linguistics will be presented (9) and a list of the 
abbreviations used given (1 0). 

In this volume there will be no major discussion of Vogul history or culture as 
this would fall outside the scope of the publisher's intention with the series 
Languages of the World/Materials. Suffice it to say the the Voguls have had a 
history very similar to their geographical neighbors in Western Siberia, nor does 
their traditional culture differ substantially from others in this part of the world. 

0.2. Ethnonyms 

There are two names in use for the Vogul people and language. The first- Mansi -
is the endogenous name used by themselves, the ethnonym Vogul being the 
exogenous one employed still to a wide extent by the outer world. 

0.2.1. Man $i 

The name Mansi can be traced back to the Proto-Ugrian (PUg.) period (cf. 0.3.) as 
there are cognates in the two other Ugrian languages, but not in the remaining 
Uralic languages. The Uralisches etymologisches W6rlerbuch (UEW, cf. 10.2.) 
reconstructs the form *mar'IC3 'Mann, Mensch' for Proto-Ugrian . In Ostyak various 
forms of the word are in use as the name of a phratry. The word also forms the first 
part of the Hungarian endogenous ethnonym Magyar (magy-). It is possible that the 
word is an old Iranian loanword in which case it would be cognate with the English 
word man. This term is used in all Vogul dialects: Southern Vogul mancr, Eastern 
Vogul (KU) m6ans, Western Vogul (P) mans. Whereas this name was earlier used 
mainly by the Voguls themselves, official Soviet policy discouraged the continued 
use of exogenous ethnonyms for the peoples of the Soviet Union and the 
government as well as Soviet linguistic literature employed the term Mansi. This 
practice has spread to the West in addition so that it is not uncommon for it to be 
found in Western publications on the Voguls or the Vogul language. 

0.2.2. Vogul 

The name Vogul is very likely connected with the name of a river, the Vogulka, 
which is a left tributary of the Ob River. The Ostyak name for this river (wayaA') 
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[Tremyugan dialect] was also used by groups of Ostyak for the Vogul population 
living there. In time this designation came to be used by the Russians from whom it 
spread to Western Europe. The Proto-Uralic stem of the word has been 

reconstructed as *wac5'k'3 (UEW 550) and has cognates in several Uralic 
languages, including Vogul (wo/"FiuBstrecke) and Hungarian (v6/gy'valley'). 

0.3. The Position of Vogul in the Uralic Language Family 

The Vogul language can be classified as Uralic, then more specifically as Finno
Ugrian, Ugrian, and Ob-Ugrian. This means that it belongs to the broad Uralic 
language family, the two major subdivisions of which are the Finno-Ugrian and the 
Samoyede languages. The Finno-Ugrian branch in turn sudivides into the Finno
Permian and the Ugrian branch, the latter consisting of the Ob-Ugrian languages 
Vogul and Ostyak on the one hand and Hungarian on the other. Thus the most 
distant linguistic relatives of Vogul are the Samoyede languages, followed by the 
Finno-Permian languages (although there have been later connections with both 
branches, as attested to by loan words from the Finno-Permian language Zyrian 
and the Samoyede language Yurak) . The theory of a Proto-Ugrian language, 
ancestral to Vogul, Ostyak, and Hungarian, is generally accepted today. The Proto
Ugrian unity dissolved sometime in the first millennium B.C. when the ancestors of 
the modern Hungarians left the area to begin their long journey, ultimately to settle 
in the Carpathian basin. The linguistic unity between the ancestors of the modern 
Voguls and Ostyaks lasted somewhat longer, but this linguistic separation is also 
ancient and has been assumed for the first millennium A.D . The two languages are 
quite distinct, but their relatively close degree of affinity can be noticed even by non
linguists. 

Common elements connecting Vogul to the other Uralic languages can be 
found in all linguistic spheres: phonology, lexis, morphology, syntax. The number 
and Intensity of these common features increase with the degree of linguistic 
affinity. Most can be found connecting Vogul to the other Ugrian languages 
(Hungarian and Ostyak) and to its sister language, Ostyak, the other Ob-Ugrian 
language. Thus, within the Vogul lexis we can differentiate various strata, Proto
Uralic stems going back to the Proto-Uralic language, Proto-Finno-Ugrian stems 
with no cognates in Samoyede, Ugrian stems with cognates in Hungarian (and 
usually Ostyak as well) and Ob-Ugrian stems with the only cognate to be found in 
Ostyak. Similar statements can be made for grammatical elements. It should also 
not be forgotten that Vogul (and other Uralic languages) are related typologically to 
a great number of languages with which no genetic relationship can be assumed 
for the simple fact that these languages contain a goodly number of agglutinative 
features. 

0.4. Geographical Distribution of Vogul Speakers and Vogul Dialects 

The present-day speakers of Vogul are to be found in Northwest Siberia in the 
Ch~nty-Mansi Autonomous Region with the city of Chanty-Mansijsk as the regional 
cap1tal. The area occupied by Vogul speakers has been shrinking for some time. 
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Whereas we can assume that earlier there was a Vogul-speaking population to the 
west of the Urals, today they are to be found only east of the Urals, i.e. in Siberia. In 
the last century and at the beginning of the 20th century the Voguls lived primarily 
along various left tributaries of the Ob River, the most important of which were the 
Tavda, Konda, Yukonda, Pelym, Lozva, Vagilsk, Sosva, and Sygva (Russian: 
Lyapin) Rivers, as well as in few numbers along the Ob River itself. 

Traditionally, the various Vogul dialects have been divided into four groups, 
each of which subdivides into several subdialects. These four major groups are: 
Northern Vogul , Eastern Vogul, Western Vogul and Southern Vogul. In the 
following list the dialects are listed together with the usual abbreviations used in 
Finno-Ugrian linguistics. {These abbreviations are based on the German 
designations for the dialects.) 

Northern Vogul : Sosva (So.) 
Upper Lozva (LO) 
Sygva (Sy.) 
Ob (Ob) 

Western Vogul: Middle Lozva (LM) 
Lower Lozva (LU) 
North Vagilsk (VN) 
South Vagilsk (VS) 
Pelym (P) 

Eastern Vogul: Upper Konda (KO) 
Middle Konda (KM) 
Lower Konda (KU) 
Yukonda (Ju.) 

Southern Vogul: = Tavda Dialect (T) 
[Village of Candyri] (TC) 
[Village of Janyckova) (T J) 
[Village of Gorodok] {TG) 

The western and southern Vogul dialect groups can be regarded as being 
extinct; our knowledge of them is based for the most part on texts collected in the 
19th and early 20th centuries (ct. 7). The bulk of Vogul speakers today represent 
the northern Vogul dialect group with a handful of eastern Vogul speakers. Taking 
this into account, Russian linguists sometime refer only to Northern Vogul and 
Southern Vogul, the latter being identical with the Eastern Vogul dialects as 
presented above. 

Linguistic work concentrates today on Northern Vogul. The literary language 
is based on the Sosva subdialect of Northern Vogul. This is also the (sub)dialect 
used in publication. Sosva Vogul is the form of Vogul which primarily will be 
described in this book. {The differences between the Sosva, Sygva, and Upper 
Lozva subdialects of Northern Vogul are not great and will not be treated in detail in 
this book. The Ob subdialect diverges to a greater extent from the other Northern 
dialects, particularly as regards the sound system. It will not be taken into 
consideration for the purposes of this short monograph.) Differences between the 
Vogul dialects can be found in all linguistic areas. The Vogul dialect diverging the 
most strongly from the others was the Southern {Tavda) dialect. In the following, a 
few examples will be given for differences in phonetics and morphology. The 
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examples given are chosen above all to illustrate the differences between Northern 
Vogul and the other dialects. For a complete analysis the reader is referred to the 
relevant literature. 

Phonetic Differences: 
1. Proto-Vogul word-initial voiceless stop *k- before back vowels developed into a 

voiceless fricative x- in Northern Vogul (and KU): Northern Vogul xum 'man' - T 
kom, KM KO VS, VN P LU kum. 
2. The Proto-Vogul sibilants *s and ·~converged in Northern Vogul (and partially in 
Eastern Vogul) to s: Northern Vogul sus 'flea' - T sos, KU sons, VS VN P LM suns. 
3. Proto-Vogul short *a developed in Northern Vogul in most cases to o: Northern 
Vogul osma'pillow'- TJ asms, KU KM ~sma, VS asam. 
4. Proto-Vogul long *ll. developed in Northern Vogul to a: Northern Vogul smp 'dog' 
- T limp, KU KM KO 5mp, P LU LM 5mp. 

Morphological Differences: 
1. The possessive suffix for the 3rd person plural is -anal in Northern Vogul, 

whereas in most other dialects its form is -IJn/-lln or -lin: Northern Vogul xl1p-anal 
'boat-Px3PLUR: their boat'- LM KO k§pSn, T kl1pSn. 
2. The ancient suffix -m for the definite accusative has been lost in Northern Vogul 
while being retained in Southern and Eastern Vogul. (In Western Vogul it was 

partially replaced by a new suffix.) Northern Vogul xsp 'boat-NoMAcc' - T limp 'dog

NoM'- limpmT'dog-Acc ', KU xonta17 'Konda-NoM'- xonta17ma 'Konda-Acc '. 
3. The substantivizing particle in Northern Vogul is ut, in the other dialects kar (or 

others) : Northern Vogul janiy'large, old' - janyut 'old man' (cf. 2.4.1.), K wis 'small' 

- wisx~r'child', T /a 'foolish'- laxM 'fool' . 

Lexical Differences: 

All dialects share a basic, common Vogul vocabulary but have been distinct 
long enough to exhibit numerous lexical deviations. Examples: Northern Vogul nsj, 

Southern Vogul tawt 'fire'; Northern Vogul ss/i, Southern Vogul ko1]kl1 'reindeer'; 
Northern Vogul mis, Southern Vogul sawar'cow' . 

0.5. Present Status of the Language and Prognosis for the Future 

The number of Voguls has been stagnating for the last century. This is illustrated by 
the following figures from various Russian censuses: 

1897: 7.600 
1926: 5.754 
1959: 6.449 
1970: 7.710 
1979: 7.563 
1989: 8.474 
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Of even more importance ist the language retention rate, i.e. the number of 
Voguls who actually speak the language as their mother tongue. This number has 
been decreasing steadily in recent years: 

1959: 59.2% 
1970: 52.4% 
1979: 49.5% 
1989: 37.1% 

Thus, in 1989 (last available census figures) only a little over three thousand 
citizens of the Soviet Union gave Vogul as their mother tongue. It is apparent that 
all these figures do not bode well for the future of the language. In addition , studies 
have shown that there are grave differences in language retention with regard to 
age. The typical Vogul speaker is older than the average population; the language 
is not being passed on to younger generations. If this tendency continues, the 
Vogul language could dwindle and completely disappear in a number of years. 

What are the reasons for this language loss (in most cases language shift 
Vogul > Russian)? The situation with regard to Vogul is no different than that with a 
great many small aboriginal languages in all parts of the world. A small minority 
finds it difficult to retain its own language and culture when faced with an 
overwhelming linguistic majority which at the same time represents the modern, 
outside world. It is not only the Vogul language which is in danger, but also the 
traditional way of life, folk customs, folk beliefs, etc. This century brought an end to 
the relative isolation in which the Voguls had lived. Ever since the 1930's when the 
Soviet authorities turned their attention to the situation of the small , aboriginal 
Siberian peoples , the Vogul language and civilization has been in great danger. 
The central state forced many Voguls to give up their traditional means of 
sustenance (hunting, fishing, reindeer husbandry) and had many give up their 
semi-nomad life and move to larger settlements where they were only a minority. 
More prosperous farmers and fishers, as well the shamans, were particularly 
subject to repression and in many cases were killed. Children were forcibly sent to 
boarding schools where the language of instruction was Russian and where they 
lost contact with the traditions and language of their parents. To make matters 
worse, oil and natural gas were discovered in Northwest Siberia. This accelerated 
rural exodus and the loss of the traditional way of life. The Voguls settling in larger 
towns and cities typically formed an uneducated, lower class, looked down upon by 
the Russians and tended to assimilate linguistically. The exploitation of natural 
resources caused wide-spread and major ecological damage, doing permanent 
harm to the traditional fishing and hunting areas. It also resulted in a heavy afflux of 
newcomers to the region. This is attested to by figures for the population of the 
Chanty-Mansi Autonomous Region: 

1938: 98.300 
1969: 289.000 
1979: 596 .000 
1989: 1.268.000 

(Voguls: 6.2%) 
(Voguls: 2.9%) 
(Voguls: 1.1%) 
(Voguls: 0.6%) 
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Today the Voguls form only a tiny minority in their ancient lands. The great 
majority of the newcomers have also had no interest in the culture and language of 
the ancient population , many discriminating against the "inferior natives". 
Impoverishment and alcoholism have become a major problem for the Voguls. 

The future is bleak for the Vogul language and culture. Should it become 
possible to retain their lands and traditional way of life in some sort of "reservation", 
as has been proposed , there could be hope for the Vogul language in the new 
millennium. If developments continue as in the last decades, however, the Vogul 
language could very easily become extinct. 

1. Phonology 

1 . 1 . Vowel System 

There are large differences in the vowel systems of the various Vogul dialects. Here 
as well as in the rest of this book it is Northern Vogul which will be described. 

For an analysis of the Vogul vowel system the following factors must be taken 
into consideration: 

1. Position. The vowel inventory of the first syllable is different than that of 
non-first syllables (which is also a typical trait of Finno-Ugrian languages). The 
reduced vowel a does not occur in the first syllable, the vowel e only rarely. 
(Phonematically) long vowels are restricted to the first syllable, although the vowels 
of the non-first syllables are by no means all of uniformly short phonetic length. The 
labial vowels u/o, o/o do not, as a rule , occur in non-first syllables. An "exception" 
here is u before labial consonants resulting from an underlying reduced vowel [ct. 
1.1.2.: a). Note that labial vowels can easily occur in non-first syllables in compound 
forms (e.g. tenut 'food' < tene 'present participle of te- 'to eat' + substantivizing 

particle uf , x t5sf(>x 'name of a village' < xosa 'long' + lt5X 'bay'). 
2. Length. The vowels of the first syllable are phonematically long or short, 

this difference having differentiating character. Minimal pairs can be formed with 
a-a, o- o, and u- a in the first syllable, but not withe-~ or i-1, as rand even more so 
e very rarely occur in the first syllable. Some examples: 

a- a: sam - s/Jm 
tal- tal 

o- o: x ol-- xol
jor - jor 

u-o: put - pat 
sup - sap 

'eye' - 'corner' 
'lap; fathom' - 'winter; year' 

'to stop' - 'to die' 
'trace' - 'strength' 
'ice-crust' - 'cauldron' 
'shirt' - 'mouth' 

Phonetically, the long vowels are approximately twice as long as the short 
ones. The nature of the syllable also influences the phonetic length of the vowels. In 
closed syllables they are shorter, in open syllables longer. This does not, however, 
affect the major phonematic distinction of short and long. 

3. Labiality. The vowels are labial or illabial. 
4. Vowel Height. Depending on the individual analysis either three vowel 

heights (high, mid, low) or two (high, low) are distinguished. 
5. Horizontal Tongue Position. There is a correlation between back and front 

vowels, although actually this distinguishment is only a 'by-product' of labiality. 
Back vowels are labial {0 , u, o, o) whereas the front vowels are illabial (/1/, i, e, e) . 
(The vowels a and a occupy a special position. They are II labial, being phonetically 
central-back, but can be considered phonologically back.) 

6. Environment. Depending on the phonetic environment various allophones 
can be distinguished (ct. below). In general, the short vowels are more susceptible 
to being influenced by their environment than the long ones. 
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1.1.1. First Syllable Vowels 

Different scholars have proposed various analyses of the first syllable vowels. 
These can be subsumed and abbreviated into two major systems: 1) 
Rombandejeva-Kalman-Keresztes (ct. Rombandejeva 1973: 17-28, Kalman 1984: 
73-76, Keresztes 1998: 392-393) and 2) Steinitz-Honti (ct. Steinitz 1955: 32-36, 
Honti 1982: 16). 

ad 1) Front ~ Back 
High r, i o,u 
Mid ~ . (e) 0 , 0 
Low a, a 

ad 2) II labial Labial 
High ~ . i o,u 
Low a,a o,o 

The differences lie in the degree of phonological rigorousness, the treatment 
of r and e, and the priority given to the characteristics back-front as opposed to 
illabial- labial. A synthesis can be obtained as follows: 

Front 
High 1!1, i 
M.iQ ~,lei 
Low 

~ 
o, u (labial) 
o, o (labial) 
a, a (illabial) 

Remarks on the individual vowels: 

Ill Front, high, illabial, long. This vowel is rare and can best be regarded as a 
peripheral phoneme. In non-Sosva subdialects ~ is frequently found in its 
place. Examples: wfl't'face', rt'i'evening' (- w~/'t, ~t'1). When followed by the 

fricative y it is backed (-Iy). Example: pfy(- PlY) 'boy, son'. 
Front, high, illabial, short. Examples: nita 'four', tin 'price'. When followed by 

the fricative y or preceded by x it is backed (-ty- xi-) . Example: wiy (- wiY) 

'(he) takes' , xiwl- (- xiwl-) 'to row'. 
~ Front, mid, illabial, long. Examples: m~n 'we (dual)', k~nt'cap'. The vowel 

can also be diphthongized (~ - eE). 
lei Front, mid, illabial, short. This vowel occurs only very rarely in the first 

syllable and can be regarded as peripheral. Examples: erttam 'as if' (also 
erttam), nes 'perhaps' (also nas). 

0 Back, high, labial, long. Examples: tar'lake', xot 'fish'. 
u Back, high, labial, short. In the vicinity of palatalized consonants and j it can 

be fronted to some extent. Examples: xum 'man', pun 'feather' . 
o Back, mid, labial, long. Examples: j6r'strength', 6s 'sheep'. The vowel can 

also be diphthongized (o- oA). 
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0 

a 
a 

Back, mid, labial, short. Esamples: xosa 'long', pos 'light'. 
Back, low, illabial, long. Examples: s~s ' birch bark', ~f'hair'. 

Back, low, illabial, short. Examples: at 'five', kal)k'(elder) brother'. In the 
vicinity of palatalized consonants and j this vowel can be fronted to an extent. 

The long back vowels o, o and a also differ from short u, o, and a in being 
phonetically somewhat lower. 

1.1.2. Non-First Syllable Vowels 

The vowel phonemes a, e, i, and a (with various allophones) occur in non-first 
syllables of Vogul words. They have two characteristics in common, being illabial 
and (phonologically) short. The opposition short-long is, as noted above, only 
relevant for the first syllable. In word-final position only a, e, and i occur. 

a The phonetic length can vary, being shorter in closed syllables, longer in 
open syllables, although not in word-final position. In closed syllables a can 
be somewhat reduced. Examples: asarma 'cold', pasan 'table'. 

e The phonetic length can vary, being shorter in closed syllables, longer in 

open syllables, although not in word-final position. Examples: mineyam 'I go', 
wife 'water-Px3So: his/her water'. 

Just as in the first syllable i has a back variant before y. Examples: w~ri'he 

does/makes', janiy ( -janjy) 'large'. 
a Central, reduced vowel. It has several combinatory allophones. Before the 

labial consonants m and p, and in particular before w it is also more or less 
labialized and realized as a reduced or full u. In the vicinity of palatalized 
consonsants it can become similar to i. A velarized variant {g) can also occur, 

above all in certain flection forms. Examples: ke 11an 'button', semal 'black', 
t6ram (- tM'm) 'sky', jOntap (- jonl"p) 'needle', jorawli (- joruwfl) 'he 
forgets', ~mas (- ~mis) 'riddle' . 

In this book neither the various vocalic allophones nor vowel length in non
first syllables will be indicated. Exceptions: 1) aw > uw, 2) various suffixes which 
always contain a long vowel, 3) vocative long vowel (oma 'mother' - om~ 'mother!'). 

Computation of vowel occurrence (first and non-first syllables) indicate the 
following order (in descending frequency) : a, i, a, o, ~. a, o, u, e, o, r (cf. Kalman 
1976: 36). 
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1.2. Consonant System 

The Vogul consonant system can be portrayed as follows : 

S1QQ Fricative Sibilant Lateral Tremulaot Nasal 
Bilabial p w m 
D~oto-81ll~QI!U t s n 
81v~Q-Palatal t ' ~ n 
Palatal 

Velar k x .Y tj 

Labiovelar kw xw 

General remarks: 1. The palatalization correlation is of great importance and 
involves all the denio-alveolars with the exception of r (t-t' , s -~ . 1- 1', n- n) . 2. The 
correlation voiced- unvoiced plays no real role in the consonant system. (Note the 

lack of voiced b/d/g/d'/z/z .) The only voiced-unvoiced pair is x - y, but it does not 
contrast (word-medially) to form minimal pairs. (A word-initial contrast is not 

possible, since whereas x occurs commonly in word-initial position, y never does.) 
3. There is no phonological , distinctive contrast long- short among the consonants 
such as can be observed with the vowels, although geminate consonants can occur 
word-medially (cf. below) . Syllable-closing consonants following a short vowel are 
pronounced somewhat longer, but this is a purely phonetic phenomenon. 4. In 
Russian loanwords additional consonants can occur. 5. In modern speech there is 
a tendency for the front vowels e- ! and i-1 to palatalize the preceding consonants. 
This can be ascribed to the influence of Russian. 

Remarks on individual consonants: 

p 

t' 

k 

w 

Voiceless bilabial stop. Occurs in all positions. Examples: pal" ear', nupal 'to, 
towards' , Mp 'food' . 
Voiceless dental stop. Occurs in all positions. Examples : tal 'winter', to tap 
'chest', at 'smell '. 
Voiceless, palalized dental stop. Rare phoneme. Occurs in all positions, but 

is particularly rare in word-final position. Examples: t'opary 'dear' , pit'i 'nest', 
pot" drip'. In the Sygva subdialect the occurrence oft' is higher as there the 
change ke, ki > t'e, t'i has taken place (kent> t'ent'hat' , kit> t 'it 'two'). 
Voiceless velar stop. Occurs in all positions. Examples: kat 'hand ', aki 'uncle', 
tak'strong'. 
Voiceless, labialized velar stop. The fricative-glide segment is voiced before 
vowels , otherwise voiceless. It would appear to be unstable in modern 
speech, progressively being replaced by k. This sound occurs word-initially 

only before a. Examples: k"'a/iy 'rope', tal<"' as 'autumn', ak"' 'one'. 
Voiced, bilabial fricative. Occurs in all postions. Examples: wot 'wind' , awi 
'door', luw 'horse'. 
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X 

y 

Voiced palatal fricative. Occurs in all positions. Examples: ja 'river', aji '(he) 
drinks', naj 'fire '. 
Voiceless velar fricative. Occurs in all positions. Examples: x6tal'sun; day', 

max am 'people' , tox 'so'. 

Voiced velar fricative . It does not occur word-initially. Examples: miy'(he) 

gives', mayas 'for; because' . 

xw Voiceless, labialized velar fricative. The second, fricative-glide segement is 
voiced before vowels, othewise voiceless. Its phonemic status is not 
recognized by all researchers. This sound is relatively rare, does not occur 

s 

m 

n 

word-initially, but principally medially. Examples: axwsalat]kwe 'to undress', 

axwtas 'stone' . 
Voiceless, dental sibilant. Occurs in all positions. Examples: semal 'black', 

osa17 'thick', Ius 'meadow'. 
Voiceless, palatalized alveo-palatal sibilant. Occurs in all positions. 
Examples: san 'mother, rasi 'silk clothing', pis 'trick' . 

Voiced, dental lateral. Occurs in all positions. Examples: ley 'tail' , ala 'roof', 

tal 'winter' . 
Voiced, palatalized alveo-palatal lateral. Occurs in all positions. Examples: 

/'6mwoj 'gnat', xul'i '(he) leaves', xal"birch tree'. 

Voiced, bilabial nasal. Occurs in all positions. Examples: man 'small', nama17 

'famous', xoram 'three'. 
Voiced, dental nasal. Occurs in all positions. Examples: ne 'woman' , tina17 

'expensive' , tan 'sinew'. 
Voiced, palatalized alveo-palatal nasal. Occurs in all positions. Examples: 
namak 'sott' , ana 'heap' , sun 'wealth'. 

11 Voiced velar nasal. Occurs only medially and in word-final position. 

Examples: m07]i 'egg ', i1] 'still '. 

In addition, some researchers consider 17 (voiced, labialized velar nasal) to 
have phonematic character (cf. e.g. Honti 1982) ~ 

Computation of consonant occurrence (not including the labialized velars) 

indicate the following order (in descending frequency) : t, I, m, s, w r, n, p, k, y, x. j, ~ . 

1', n, 11 , t' (cf. Kalman 1976: 36). 

Geminate Consonants: As remarked above, there is no phonological opposition in 
length among the consonants. Geminate consonants can, however, be observed in 
word-medial position, if not often. They can occur 1) in free morphemes, or 2) at 
morpheme boundaries. 

ad 1) sakka 'sugar' , okka 'young tame reindeer' , ilttiy 'suddenly', kossam 'basket 

made of birch-bark' , passa 'mitten', raxxal 'message' . 
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ad 2) patt 'in the cauldron' <pat 'cauldron' + locative suffix -t, l~wwe 'it is said' < 
l~w- 'say' + passive suffix -we, patti 'he drops' <pat- 'to fall ' + causative suffix -t, 
~rppal 'small (fish)-fence' < ~rpi 'fish-fence' + p~l 'deminutive suffix' . 

1.3. Syllabification 

Syllable number is determined by the number of vowels in the word, i.e. the vowel 
is the nuclear element of the syllable in Vogul. Syllables can be closed or open. 
Post-vocalic single consonants belong to the following syllable in polysyllabic 
words. In the case of medial consonant clusters or geminate consonants, the last 
element forms part of the following syllable. Examples: xo-sa 'long', te-pi '(he) 
covers', to -tap 'chest' , so -jam 'brook', sim-ri 'perch' , x uf'-ti '(he) remains', j~r-mak 
'silk' , sor-na17 'golden', kurs-ka 'jug', sak-kar 'sugar' . 

1.4. Syllable Structure 

The following syllable types can be identified in native words, others being possible 
in recent (Russian) loan words. 

V: a 'and; but', .Q-nay'aunt' 

ve: as 'city, er-yi '(he) sings' 
vee: Jrlt 'horn', ilt-tiy 'suddenly' 
ev: ti 'this', n e-lam 'tongue' 
eve: 
evee: 

nJr 'swamp', ~-rap ' axe' 

jowt 'bow', mo-wint 'laughter' 

1.5. Consonant Clusters 

1.5.1. Word-Initial Consonant Clusters 

As seen in 1.4., Vogul avoids word-initial consonant clusters. (The labio-velars kw 
and xw should not be interpreted as being clusters.) This avoidance is characteristic 
not only for Vogul , but also for the majority of the Finno-Ugrian languages and 
represents an ancient feature of Vogul word structure. In older loan words the 
consonant clusters were dissolved in varying ways: 1) Insertion of an epenthetic 
vowel : kanas 'distinguished man; superior' < Zyrian kr'lat 'prince' < Russian KHJJ3b 

'prince', 2) Metathesis: pirkata < Russian 6pnra.na 'brigade' , 3) Prot he tic vowel: 
iskap - askap 'cupboard' < Russian IUKacl> 'id.', 4) Loss of first consonant: /usit- 'to 
serve' < Russian cJJy)KIIT '(he) serves'. The tendency to avoid word-initial consonant 
clusters is still valid although in more recent (Russian) loan words the retention of 
initial consonant clusters can be observed. This is, of course, a consequence of 
growing and wide-spread bilingualism. 
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1.5.2. Word-Final Consonant Clusters 

In word-final position certain types of consonant clusters are tolerated. They can be 
analyzed according to their individual components (combinations of stops, 
fricatives, liquids, and nasals). Not all combinations are possible or equally 
common. In the following table the combinations are presented with the symbols + 
(= [relatively] common cluster) , 0 (= [relatively] uncommon cluster) , x (= non
occurring cluster). (In the following table liquid = lateral + tremulant and fricative = 
fricative + sibilant.) 

+ Liquid Nasal Fricative Stop 
Liquid X + + + 
Nasal 0 0 + + 
Fricative 0 0 0 + 
Stop 0 X 0 0 

Examples for the most common cluster types: 1) Liquid + Nasal: -In (oln 
'silver; money') , 2) Liquid + Fricative: -rs (pars 'dirt , dust'), 3) Liquid +Stop: -rt (sort 
'pike'), 4) Nasal + Fricative: -ns (kons 'nail ; claw'), 5 Nasal + Stop: -nt (lunt 'wild 
goose'), 6) Fricative+ Stop: -jt (pJjt'face , cheek'). 

A great many of the Vogul word-final consonant clusters are unstable, i.e. 
there is a tendency for them to be a) simplified or b) dissolved. Ad a) Simplication: 
This is typical for clusters consisting of nasals and homorganic fricatives (-ns > -s) 
[cf. 2.3.]. Ad b) Dissolution: A reduced vowel can be inserted between the two 
components of the consonant cluster (-lm >-lam, -rs > -ras, -mt > -mat, etc.). 

The most common of the consonant clusters would seem to be -nt, followed 
by -rt, -lis, -11k. -rs , -It, -jt, -rp, -11kw, -rs, -ns, -lJ X, and -xt in decreasing order. Not 
surprisingly all the common consonant clusters conform to the sonority hierarchy 
which states that "well-formed" word-final consonant clusters decrease in sonority 
(liquid> nasal> fricative> stop). 

Word-final three consonant clusters are not unknown, but would appear to be 
unstable, being speech variants of the commoner sequence -eeae. for example 
mortas - morts - mars 'measure, weight, quality'. 

It should be noted that the above remarks apply only to monomorphematic 
forms. Inflected forms with consonantal suffixes can show a wider variety of word
final consonant clusters. 

1.6. Stress 

Stress in Vogul words is fixed , falling regularly on the first syllable. This is in 
accordance with the majority of Finno-Ugrian languages. We can also assume first
syllable stress for Proto-Vogul. In Southern Vogul it shifted to the second syllable 
due to strong Tatar influence. In addition to the first-syllable stress in Northern 
Vogul there is a noticeable secondary stress on all additional odd syllables (third, 
fifth) with the exception of the final syllable. 



2. Morphonology 

In this chapter some regular tendencies will be discussed which (can) occur when 
two free morphemes are joined (word composition) or when a bound morpheme 
(suffix) is added to a free morpheme (stem). 

2.1. Vowel Shortening 

In word composition the long vowel of the second component can be shortened. 
Examples: srppal'small (fish)-fence' < srpi'(fish-)fence' +pill 'deminutive suffix', js
wata 'river bank' < jil 'river+ wsta 'bank', misne 'fairy'< mis 'spirit' + n~ 'woman', 
mMwj'gnat' < mSI'I 'small'+ Oj'animal'. 

2.2. Avoidance of Vowel Juncture 

To avoid vowel juncture or the formation of a diphthong different strategies can be 
employed. 

1. Vowel Elision: The first vowel in what would otherwise be a combination of two 
vowels can be elided. This can be observed 1) in word composition and also 2) 
within phrases and sentences. 

ad 1) t~nut 'food' < t~ne 'present participle of t~- 'to eat' + substantivizing particle 
ur, ajnut 'drink' < ajne 'present participle of aj- 'to drink' + substantivizing particle 
ur . 

ad 2) t(a) aji, fa t~y 'so, drink-3SGPRES, so, eat-3SGPRES: so he drinks and eats', 

xos(a) 6/siy'long, live-3DuPast: they (dual) lived for a long time'. 

2. Hiatus Deletion: In certain forms the consonant j is regularly inserted to avoid 

vowel juncture. Example: ssli-j-iy 'reindeer (Du)' < ssli 'reindeer' + -iy 'dual suffix', 
ssti-j-an-am 'my reindeer (Piur) ' < sSii 'reindeer' + -an 'suffix indicating plural 
possession' + -am 'Px1 Sg'. 

2.3. Avoidance of Consonant Clusters 

As noted in the previous chapter, certain consonant clusters are regularly tolerated 
in non-word-initial positions. Nonetheless, Vogul uses different methods of avoiding 
three-consonant clusters or of simplifying two-consonant clusters. 

1. Consonant Cluster> Geminate: This is not common, but instances can be found. 
Examples: okka 'young, tame reindeer' !> owka, jsrppi 'barrier' s jSrtpi, psssa 

'mitten'- ct. KU pasya 'id.'. 

2. Denasalization: The loss of the nasal element of a consonant cluster consisting 
of a nasal and a homorganic fricative/sibilant is quite common. These consonant 

clusters (= -nx, -ns-, -ns-, ·lJX, ·lJXw, ·lJS) can be simplified 1) in word-final position, 
or 2) in word-medial position. (They do not occur in word-initial position.) 
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ad1) In the modern language there is a tendency for the first (nasal) element of 
these consonant clusters to disappear in word-final position, being, however, 

retained before suffixes beginning with vowels. Examples: 1'6x 'path' !> I'6TJX - ct. 

1'6TJxat'paths', ras !> rans 'crying'- /'ansi '(he) cries'. 
ad 2) If in an inflected form the consonant cluster is followed by a consonant, the 

nasal element will regularly disappear. Examples: 1'6xnal 'from the path' < 1'61JX 
'path' + -nat 'ablative suffix', susne 'watching' < suns- 'to watch' + -ne 'present 

participle', xassam 'I knew' < xans- 'to know' + -s 'preterite suffix' + -am 'personal 
suffix: 1 Sg'. 

2.4. Stem Alternation 

Vogul is a typical aggl.utinative language, in contrast for example to the Balto
Fennic languages, in that its word stems typically remain unchanged when 
inflected. Only few alternations need be noted here. (N.B.: In this book the 
connecting vowels appearing between certain suffixes beginning with a consonant 
and stems ending in a consonant will be considered as belonging to the suffix, thus 
representing suffix rather than stem alternation. For example, the plural suffix-twill 
be considered to have an allomorph -at used with consonant stems (k~nt 'cap' -
kMt-at 'caps') rather than assuming a sole plural suffix -t and two nominal stems 
(k~nt - k~nta-) . The same applies to verbal stems with their various connecting 
vowels.) 

2.4.1. Syncopating stems 

Stems ending in -iy or a +consonant lose this vowel when suffixes beginning with a 
vowel are added. This results in the loss of a syllable and the formation of a word-

medial consonant cluster. Examples: xoriy 'sack', smas 'riddle', n~lam 'tongue' + 

suffixes -at (Piur) and -am (Px1 Sg) - xoryat, smsat, Mlmat, xoryam, smsam, 
n~lmam. 

2.4.2. Irregular Verbs 

Vogul possesses a small number (six) of irregular verbs, all having a vowel and a 
consonant stem and for the most part exhibiting vowel alternation (mi- 'to give', li
'to throw', wi- 'to take', ji- 'to come', t~- 'to eat', ws- 'to see') . For paradigms of these 
verbs cf. 3.6. 

2.4.3. Vowel Alternation 

Both Vogul and Ostyak are characterized by paradigmatic vowel alternations 
appearing in flection and word formation which to a certain extent can be traced 
back to the Ob-Ugrian proto-language. Whereas the system of vowel alternation is 
still viable in other Vogul dialects, in Northern Vogul it has become greatly leveled 
and has decreased in importance. Today it no longer forms a functioning system 
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but can only be observed in a number of irregularities. These occur in the small 
number of irregular verbs mentioned in 2.4.2. and in certain cases of word 
formation. The more important vowel alternations can be summarized as follows: 

a) Vowel Alternation in Verb Stems 

i - a: 

i/u - ali : 
i- o/u: 
e- a: 

Present-Tense Stem 
mi- 'to give' 
li- 'to throw' 
ji-- ju- 'to come' 
wi- 'to take' 
te - 'to eat' 

Imperative Stem 
maj-
laj-
jaj-- jij-
woj- - wuj-
t~j-

b) Vowel Alternation in Non-Verbal Stems 

a - e: (~/ 'winter' - te/i'in winter' 

a- a: p~y'to the shore'- pajn 'on the shore' 
o - a: fo17xat"downstream (direction)' - Jan 'downstream (place)' 

a - u: x ar- 'to leave' - xuf't- 'to remain' 

o - u: no7)Xal"upstream (direction)' - numan 'on top' 
o- u: powar- 'to roll' - puwar'round' 
i - a: flila 'four' - naliman 'forty' 

2.4.4. lrrregular Stem in Possessive Declination 

The word xum 'man' is unusual in that it has a second, i-augmented stem used in 

the possessive declination: xumi-. Thus: xumi-m, xumi-n, xumi-te 'my/your/his-her 
man/husband', etc. 

2.5. Suffix Alternation 

Many suffixes have two or more allomorphs. These alternations will be examined in 
detail in the pertinent sections of chapter 3. Here only the major types of suffix 
alternations with one example each will be listed. 

1. Presence/Lack of Consonant. Possessive suffix of the third person singular -e -
-te: kal-e 'his house' - ~ri-te 'his daughter'. 
2. Presence/Lack of Vowel. Plural suffix -at - -t: ko/-at'houses' - ~yi-t'daughters' . 

3. Vowel Alternation. Infinitive suffix -a11kwe - -u11kwe: /~wu17k"e 'to say' - a/isfa17k"e 
'to hunt'. 
4. Consonant Alternation. Deminutive suffix -kwe - -ke: ~ri-k"e 'small girl' - ~ ri-ke-m 
'small giri-Px1 Sa: my small girl '. 
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5. Short/Long Suffix Variants. Possessive suffix: second person singular, plural 
possession -n/-nan - an/anan: pora-n - pora-nan 'raft-Px2SG-PLuRPoss : your rafts', 
kol-an - ko/-anan 'house-Px2 SG-PLUR Poss : your houses'. 



3. Morphology 

3.0. General Remarks 

As already mentioned, Vogul can be considered a typical agglutinative language. It 
is true that we find a plethora of inflectional affixes {almost all suffixes) , but (in 
general) they are added to invariable stems, are themselves invariable (or possess 
transparent allomorphs), and have a one-to-one correspondence in meaning and 
form. This obviates the presence of differing declensions and conjugations found in 
inflecting languages. Various types of suffixes can be added to one stem to form a 
complex form, which, however, is for the most part easily analyzable. 

In the treatment of the morphological structure of Vogul there will be more 
mention of optional variants as would be the case with languages having an old 
and well-established literary tradition. Although there definitely are norms for written 
Vogul it was thought best to mention here variants found in non-Sosva subdialects 
as well as some optional for Sosva speakers as well. 

In this chapter the morphological system of Vogul will be discussed. Its 
transparent nature lends itself well to a traditional treatment based on the main 
parts of speech. They will be presented in the following order: 1. Nouns, 2. 
Adjectives, 3. Pronouns, 4. Postpositions, 5. Numerals, 6. Verbs, 7. Adverbs , 8. 
Conjunctions, and 9. Particles. Many of the example sentences in this chapter are 
taken from Balandin 1960. 

3.1. Nouns 

Vogul nouns can be inflected for number, case, and possession. Number and case 
are obligatory, possession optional. If number is not otherwise indicated on a Vogul 
noun, it is in the (unmarked) singular. If case is not otherwise indicated, the noun is 
in the (unmarked) nominative. Possession is always marked and always indicates 
number as well. Thus, the form of a Vogul noun can indicate a) number and case, 
or b) number, case, and possession. 

There is no grammatical gender in Vogul , just as there is none in the other 
Finno-Ugrian languages. Natural gender is expressed through different words (piy 

'boy' - Ayi 'girl ') or through composition (sSii-ek"a 'female reindeer' - ssli-ojka 
'male reindeer' < ss/i 'reindeer' , ek"a 'woman', ojka 'man'). 

Vogul does not employ specific definite or indefinite articles, although there 
are ways of expresssing definiteness or indefiniteness (ct. 5.4.). 

With regard to nominal inflection there are no separate declensions to be 
taken into consideration, i.e. the same endings are employed for all nouns. On the 
other hand, there can be slight variation in the actual shape of the endings 
depending on the final sound{s) of the nouns. In this regard the following groups 
can be distinguished: vowel-final nouns (-al-e and -i) and consonant-final nouns 
(single consonant final nouns and vowel cluster final nouns) . 

3.1.1. Number 

Vogul distinguishes three numbers: singular, dual , and plural. The singular is 
unmarked. The dual number is expressed with the endings: -y (after stems ending 
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in -a and -e) , -iy [-ty] (after stems ending in consonants) , and -jiy [-jty] (after stems 
ending in -i) . The plural endings are: -t (after stems ending in vowels) and -at (after 
stems ending in consonants) . 

Singular Dual Plural 
'float, raft' para poray p(Jrat 

'woman' ne ney net 

'cup' Ani Anijiy snit 

'gi rl' Syi Syijiy Syit 

'boat' xsp xspiy xspat 

'tale' mojt m(Jjtiy m(Jjtat 

'sack' xariy xaryiy xaryat (Syncopating stem, ct. 2.4.1.) 

Some variation in these endings can be observed in non-Sosva subdialects 
or Sosva idiolects: 1) The dual -y and (more rarely) the plural -t can be reduplicated 
(ne 'woman': dual ney - neyiy, plural net - neta~ . 2) The plural ending -t can be 
added directly to the consonant stem (xal 'fish': xalat - xalt) . The much more 
general rule that the plural ending is attached to a stem ending in a consonant with 
a connecting vowel allows for the differentiation between nominative plural (xalat 

'fish') and locative singular (xalt 'in the fish') . 
Usage: The basic function of the numbers is, of course, to express that we 

are dealing with one object (xsp '(one) boat') , two objects {xSpiy 'two boats') , or 
three or more objects (xspat 'boats'). The following should be noted in connection 
with the a) singular and b) dual: 

a) Singular: The singular is also generally used in connection with objects 
usually appearing in pairs, rather than the dual (sam 'eyes', !Ayal 'legs') . To express 
that we are dealing with only one member of the pair the usual procedure is to use 
a compound with the word pSI 'half' (>pal, ct. 2.1.): sampal 'eye' , IAyalpal'leg'. 

b) Dual: A special feature of Vogul (and Ostyak) is the usage of the dual to 
express coord ination between two persons/objects having a particular affin ity to 
one another. Thus: ek"a 'woman', 6jka 'man' > ek"ay ojkay 'a woman and a man = a 
married couple' and not 'two women and two men'. 

Collective Suffix: There is a special collective suffix with the marker -ns on the 
borderline between inflection and derivation. It is generally used with terms 
denoting kinship and has 1) collective, or 2) comitative meaning. ad 1: ten jaySyins 

'PRONPERs3Du, father-daughter-CeLL: They are sisters.' , ad 2: Ssai'IS minasay 
'father-CoLL, go-3DuPAsr : The father left with his son/his daughter.' The collective 
suffix can also be followed by the plural suffix: Ss piyarlsat minasat 'father, son
COLLPLUR , go-3PLuRPAsT: The father left with his sons.' 
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3.1.2. Case 

3.1.2.1. Case Suffixes 

Vogul nouns can appear in any one of six cases: nominative, lative, locative, 
ablative, instrumental, and translative. In addition there are vocative forms which do 
not form an integral part of the case system. The endings are the same in all three 
numbers. (The translative is generally used only with singular stems.) The suffix 
order is number + case. The major forms of the case endings are the following. 

Nominative: 0 

Lative: 1. -n, 2. -an (after consonant clusters) 
Locative: 1. -t, 2. -at (after consonant clusters) 
Ablative: -nal 
Instrumental: 1. -1, 2. -al (after consonants), 3. -tal (after dual suffix and 

possessive suffixes) 

Translative: 1. -y, 2. -iy (after consonants) 
In the following table the declension of five nouns is shown: p6ra 'float, raft' 

(vocalic stem in a), Awi'door' (vocalic stem in i), xAp 'boat' (consonant stem'), tump 

'island' (stem with word-final consonant cluster) and xariy 'sack' (syncopating 
stem) . Note the use of the syncopated stem in a) singular instrumental and 
translative, and b) in the complete dual and plural forms. Note also the hiatus 
blockage with -j- in i-stems in singular translative and the dual (cf. 2.2.) 

Singular 
Nom. p6ra 4wi xsp xariy tump 
Lat. p6ran A win xspn xariyn tumpan 
Loc. p6rat llwit zApt xariyt tumpat 
Abl. p6ranal .!Jwina/ z.!lpnal xariynal tumpnal 
lnstr. p6ral .!Jwil z.!lpal xaryal tumpal 
Trans. p6ray llwijiy xApiy xaryiy tumpiy 

Dual 
Nom. p6ray llwijiy xspiy xaryiy tumpiy 
Lat. p6rayn swijiyn xApiyn xaryiyn tumpiyn 
Loc. p6rayt swijiyt xspiyt xaryiyt tumpiyt 
Abl. p6rayna/ swijiynal xspiynal xaryiynal tumpiynal 
lnstr. p6rayta/ .!Jwijiytal xspiytal xaryiytal tumpiytal 
Transl. 
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Plural 

Nom. p6rat llwit z.!lpat xaryat tumpat 

Lat. p6ratn .!Jwitn xspatn xaryatn tumpatn 

Loc. p6ratt A witt zapatt xaryatt tumpatt 

Abl. p6ratnal .!Jwitnal xspatnal xaryatna/ tumpatnal 

lnstr. p6ratal llwital xspatal xaryatal tumpatal 
Transl. 

Depending on the subdialect or personal usage there can be additional 
variations in the case suffixes. Lative: additional allomorph -na or use of the 
allomorph -an after a single consonant. Locative: additional allomorphs -ta-ta. 
Instrumental: additional allomorph -t. Translative: additional reduplicated allomorph 

-yiy. 

3.1.2.2. Case Usage 

In this section only the major and/or primary functions of the various cases will be 
given. Other functions will be mentioned at the appropriate places. 

Nominative: Although the traditional designation is "nominative", this case has 
different grammatical functions, owing most of all to the fact that the Vogul 
accusative is no longer found in Northern Vogul and that there never was a specific 
genitive case in the language. The major functions fulfilled by a Vogul noun in this 
case are: 1) subject, 2) nominal predicate, 3) direct object (accusative) , 4) 

possessive attribute (genitive) . ad 1) smp zlljti 'dog-NOM, run-3 SG: The dog runs.' 

n.!Jwramat jonyeyat 'child-PLUR , play-3PLUR: The children play.' ad 2) ti - zOI 'this, 

fish-NOM: This is a fish' . ad 3) .!Jyi m6jt /owinti 'giri-NOM, story-NoM, read-3SG: The girl 

is reading a story.' sll/i sun xarti'reindeer-NoM , sled-NoM, puii-3SG: The reindeer is 

pulling a sled.' ad 4) xum ssyrap-e 'man-NoM, axe-Px3SG: the man's axe' , nswram 
lls-e 'child-NoM, father-Px3SG: the child's father' (cf. 5.5.). 
Local Cases (Lative, Locative, Ablative) : These cases have a primary local function, 
i.e. to indicate direction to, position at, and direction from. It should be noted that 
they have a very general semantic character, i.e. depending on the context different 
nuances can be inferred. The word ko/-n ('house-LAT') can mean 'into the house, 
onto the house, towards the house, etc.', kol-t ('house-Loc ') can mean 'in the house, 
on the house, by the house, etc.' , kol-nal ('house-AsL') 'from the house, out of the 
house, away from the house, etc.' . To express preciser relationships implicitly 
postpositions are employed, e.g. kol krwar-n 'into the house', kol krwar-t 'in the 
house' , kol kTwar-nal 'out of the house' (< krwar'inner part') . The local cases also 
have secondary temporal functions . Lative: The lative also fulfills the usual 

functions of a dative case. mlln nswram-n .!Jkan miyuw'PRoNPERs1PLUR , child-LAT, 
doll-NoM, give-3PLuR: We give the child a doll .' The lative is also used to express 
the agent in passive constructions (cf. 3.6.3.2.). 
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Instrumental: This case expresses the agent with which something takes place. 
t'liJwram akan-al jonyi 'child-NoM, doii-INSTR , play-3SG: The child plays with the doll. ' 
The comitative sense is generally expressed in Vogul not with this case but with the 
postposition jot 'with' . piy l!yi jot at jonyi 'boy-NoM, girl-NoM, with , NEG, play-3SG: The 
boy is not playing with the girl. ' 
Translative: This case has two main functions , 1) translative, and 2) essive. ad 1) 
jl!1Jk wit-iy j~mti 'ice-NoM, water-TRANSL, become-3SG: The ice turns into water.' ad 
2) taw l'~kkar-iy rapiti 'PRoNPERs3SG, doctor-TAANSL, work-3SG: He/she works as a 
doctor.' 

In addition, all case forms, including the basic (nominative) form can be used 
to form a variety of adverbials (cf. 5.1.) . 

Vocative: Although not forming an integral part of the case system, Northern Vogul 
employs certain vocative forms, used when addressing people. Vowel stems 
ending in ale lengthen the final vowel , consonant stems are augmented with a. 
Examples: oma 'mama' - oms!, tine '(female) comrade' - tin~!. ak"a 'old woman' -
lJ k"S I 

3.1.3. Possessive Suffixes 

In accordance with (the majority of) the Finno-Ugrian languages Vogul knows no 
possessive pronouns (my, your, his/her, etc.) but employs possessive suffixes 
instead. The possessor indicated can be in three persons and three numbers. In 
addition, the possession can be either in the singular, dual , or plural. The basic 
endings (singular possession) are as follows : 

Singular Dual Plural 
Person: 1. -m -men -uw 

2. -n -n, -en -n, -en 
3. -e, -te -en, -ten -anal 

There is quite a bit of variation as to the exact form of certain possessive 
suffixes, depending on subdialect and personal usage, particularly as regards the 
quality of the vowels . In contrast, the consonants are stable. The variants with or 
without t in the third person singular and dual are predictable. The forms without t 
appear after consonant stems (l!mp-e 'dog-Px3SG: his/her dog', amp-en 'dog
Px3Du : their dog') , those with -t after vowel stems (p6ra-te 'raft-Px3SG: his/her raft', 
p6ra-ten 'raft-Px3Du: their raft'). The second person forms are syncretistic. All 
persons and numbers can, however, be differentiated without problems through the 
use of preceding personal pronouns (cf. below). 

Dual possession is indicated through -y (vowel stems) - -ay (consonant 
stems) preceding the possessive suffix. Plural possession is indicated through -n 
(vow~l stems) - -an (consonant stems) preceding the possessive suffix. Thus, 
plurality of the possession is not expressed with the -t of the absolute stems. 
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In the following , a more complete listing of the possessive suffixes is given. 
The first form is that following a vowel stem in -al-e , the second that following a 
consonant stem. (Remarks on vowel stems in -i below.) 

Singular Possession Qyal EQ~~!i:l~§ioo Plural Eossession 

S1 -m -am -yam -ayam -nam -anam 

S2 -n -an -ran -ayan -n(an) -an( an) 

S3 -te -e -ye -aye -ne -ane 

D1 -men -ramen -ayamen -namen -ana men 

D2 -n -en -yen -ayen -nen -an en 

D3 -ten -en -yen -ayen -nen -an en 

P1 -w -uw -yuw -ayuw -nuw -anuw 

P2 -n -en -yen -ayen -nen -an en 

P3 -nal -anal -yanal -ayanal -n(an)al -an(an)al 

Vowel stems in -i are characterized by a widespread usage of -j- as a hiatus 
blocker (followed by the endings for consonant stems) in the first and third persons 
plural (singular possession) and all dual and plural possession forms. 

Example words: 1) vowel stem in -a- -e (p6ra 'raft, float'), 2) vowel stem in -i (awi 
'door'), 3) consonant stem (amp 'dog'). 

Singular Possession: 
Sing . 1. p6ra-m swi-m llmp-am 

2. p6ra-n a wi-n llmp-an 
3. p6ra-te llwi-te llmp-e 

Dual 1. p6ra-men llwi-men llmp-men 
2. p6ra-n llwi-n llmp-en 
3. p6ra-ten awi-ten llmp-en 

Plural 1. p6ra-w llwi-j-uw llmp-uw 
2. p6ra-n llwi-n llmp-en 
3. p6ra-nal llwi-j-anal amp-anal 

Dual Pos§ession: 

Sing. 1. p6ra-yam llwi-j-ayam /lmp-ayam 

2. p6ra-yan awi-j -ayan amp-ayan 

3. p6ra-ye llwi-j-aye llmp-aye 

Dual 1. p6ra-yamen s wi-j-ayamen smp-ayamen 

2. p6ra-yen llwi-j -ayen llmp-ayen 

3. p6ra-yen /lwi-j-ayen llmp-ayen 

Plural1 . p6ra-yuw llwi-j -ayuw smp-ayuw 

2. p6ra-yen 11 wi-j -ayen llmp-ayen 

3 . p6ra-yanal awi-j -ayanal amp-ayanal 
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Plural Possession: 
Sing. 1. pora-nam 

2. pora-n(an) 
3. pora-ne 

Dual 1. pora-namen 
2. pora-nen 
3. pora-nen 

Plural1 . pora-nuw 
2. pora-nen 
3. pora-n(an)al 

28 

swi-j-anam 
swi-j-an(an) 
Swi-j-ane 
swi-j-anamen 
swi-j-anen 
swi-j-anen 
swi-j-anuw 
swi-j-anen 
s wi-j-an(an)al 

smp-anam 
smp-an(an) 
smp-ane 
smp-anamen 
smp-anen 
smp-anen 
smp-anuw 
amp-anen 
smp-an(an}al 

Vogul 

Variation: The actual situation shows more variation than indicated in the above 
paradigms. The reduced vowel a is unstable and is liable not to appear in certain 

forms (ampayam- ampaym 'dog-Px1 SG-DuPoss: my (two) dogs). Thee appearing 
in some dual and plural forms can be velarized. The i of i-stems can be lengthened 
in the second person dual and plural forms (singular possession). The suffixes 

indicating dual and plural possession ( -ay-, -an-) can be reduplicated ( -ayay-, 
-anan-). The ending in the second person plural (singular possession) can be -an. 
In the speech of some Voguls second person forms are so strongly syncretized that 
they do not differ for singular, dual, and plural of the possessor. 
Personal Pronouns + Possessive Suffixes: The use of the appropriate personal 
pronoun (nominative case) before a noun with a possessive suffix is so widespread 
in Vogul that it cannot be considered as simply an emphatic form. It should be noted 
that the use of the possessive suffixes is still mandatory even if the pronouns also 
indicate the possessor. Forms with the personal pronouns have the advantage of 
being completely unambiguous, even if the possessive suffixes do not differentiate 
the possessor clearly. 

Sing. 1. (am) amp-am Dual 1. (m~n) Amp-men Plural 1. (mAn} Amp-uw 

2. (na17) amp-an 2. (n~n) Amp-en 2. (nAn) Amp-en 
3. (taw) smp-e 3. (t~n) Amp-en 3. (tAn} Amp-anal 

Possessed Forms + Case suffix: All of the possessed forms function as absolute 
stems in that they can be inflected for case. After possessive suffixes the allomorph 
-tal of the instrumental case is used. The translative case is not generally used after 
possessed forms. The sequence is (stem) + possessive suffix + case suffix. As 
examples some of the above forms (with Px1Sg) + the ablative case can serve 
(from my float, from my (two) floats, from my floats, etc.) : 

pora-m-nal 

pora-yam-nal 
pora-nam-nal 

Awi-m-nal 

Awi-j-ayam-na/ 
Awi-j-anam-nal 

Amp-am-nal 

Amp-ayam-nal 
Amp-anam-nal 
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3.2. Adjectives 

3.2.1. Adjective Classification 

Vogul adjectives can be roughly divided into three groups: 1) those appearing only 
as adjectives (or adverbs, cf. 3.7.), 2) nouns used as adjectives, 3) adjectives 
derived from other parts of speech (usually denominal) . 

ad 1) jomas 'good', 1'0/' 'bad', ossa 'thin' 
ad 2) Certain nouns can also be used attributively as adjectives, in particular, 

but not exclusively, some color names and nouns designating materials (k~lp 

'blood; red). wosram 'gall bladder; yellow' ; k~r 'iron' + k"Aiiy 'rope' > ker k"Siiy 

'chain' , axwtas 'stone' + S1Jk"a/ 'post, pillar' > sxwtas i111k"a/ 'stone pillar') . 
Polysyllabic nouns with a reduced vowel in the last syllable have the tendency to 
lose this vowel when used as attributes (sAras 'sea' + pum 'grass' > ssrs pum 'sea 
grass'). 

ad 3) There are several denominal suffixes used to form adjectives, e.g. -a11 

(ps wal 'village' > pi1 wla 11 'village-AoJ'). Cf. 4.2. 

3.2.2. Adjective Inflection 

Attributive adjectives are not inflected for case or number, this in keeping with the 
majority of Finno-Ugrian languages. When used in equational predicates, however, 
they agree with the noun in number and assume the usual absolute dual and plural 

suffixes: ti piyris jomas 'this, boy-NoMSG, good-SG: This boy is good.' ti piyrisiy 

jomasiy 'this, boy-NOM Du, good-Du: These boys are good.' ti piyrisat jomasat 'this, 
boy-NoMPLUR, good-PLuR: These boys are good.' In addition, the translative case is 
often used with predicate adjectives, above all in connection with certain verbs (e.g. 

jemt- 'to become') : ti piyris jomasiy jemtas 'this, boy-NOM, good-TRANSL, good-
3SGPAST: This boy became good.' 

3.2.3. Adjective Comparison 

Comparative: An adjective can have comparative sense without any inflectional 
means if used with two nouns, one of which (that having the lesser quality of the 

adjective) is in the ablative case: am kolam na17 kolan-nal janiy 'PERSPRoN1 SG, 
house-Px1 SG, PERSPRON2SG, house-Px2SGABL, big: My house is bigger than your 
house.' There is also a comparative suffix -nuw: karas 'tall' - karas-nuw 'taller'. 

When the forms with -nuw are used predicatively they can have the form -nuwe: i1yi 

piyris-nal karas-nuwe 'girl-NoM, boy-ABL, taii-COMP: The girl is taller than the boy.' 

Superlative: There are two methods of forming the superlative. 1) The particles 
saka 'very' or sar 'fully' can be placed before the positive form of the adjective: 
karas - karas-nuw - saka/sar karas 'tall - taller- tallest' . 2) Reduplication: the 
positive form of the adjective can simply be repeated, or (more often) its first 
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occurrence can be in the ablative case followed by the positive form: miln 'small' -

msn-msn 'smallest'; janiy 'large' - janiy-nal janiy 'largest'. 

3.3. Pronouns 

Vogul pronouns can be divided into two large groups: personal and non-personal 
pronouns. 

3.3.1. Personal Pronouns 

3.3.1.1. Simple Personal Pronouns 

There are nine separate simple personal pronouns in accordance with the three 
persons and the three numbers. The simple personal pronouns appear in five 
different cases: nominative, accusative, dative , ablative, and comitative. The 
differences as compared with nominal declension are as follows: 1) The personal 
pronouns have accusative forms for the direct object, whereas the nouns in 
Northern Vogul lack an accusative. 2) The dative suffix is identical with the lative 
suffix of the nominal declension. With regard to usage it would seem more 
appropriate to use the designation dative rather than lative. 3) The comitative suffix 
is identical with the instrumental suffix in the nominal declension. It should be noted 
that these forms are usually replaced with constructions using the postposition jot 

'with': am jotam, na17 jotan, taw jote 'with me/you/him-her', etc.). 4) The personal 
pronouns have no translative form. 

Just as in the other Uralic languages the personal pronouns do not indicate 
gender: taw 'he/she/it'. 

The accusative forms are comprised of the nominative form+ the appropriate 
possessive suffix. (In the first person singular the accusative base is an- rather than 
the nominative am.) The dative, ablative, and comitative are formed through the 
addition of the nominal lative, ablative, and instrumental suffixes to the accusative. 

Eirst Person Second Person Third Person 
Singular 

Nominative am nar1 taw 
Accusative snam naT]an tawe 
Dative ilnamn na17ann tawen 
Ablative snamna/ na1Janna/ tawenal 
Comitative Snamtal na1]antal tawetal 

Dual 
Nominative men nen ten 
Accusative menmen nenan ten ten 
Dative menmenn nenann tentenn 
Ablative menmennal nenanna/ tentennal 
Comitative menmental nenanta/ tententa/ 
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Plural 
Nominative miln nsn tsn 
Accusative msnaw nsnan tsnanal 
Dative msnawn nsnann tsnanaln 
Ablative milnawnal nsnannal tsnanalnal 
Comitative msnawtal nsnantal tAnana/tal 

Variation: There is some variation in the forms of the simple personal pronouns. 
Here only a few examples: 1) The dative forms can be augmented with an a 

(ilnamna, na1]anna, tawena, etc.). 2) The accusative form of the first person dual 
can be menamen, this form then forming the basis for the other oblique cases. 3) 
The accusative form of the first person plural can be mAnanuw, this form then 
forming the basis for the other oblique cases. 4) In the second and third persons 
dual and plural longer forms can be employed than those given above (e.g. 
2DuAsL: nenannal- n~nanannal, 3PLuRCOM: tsnanaltal- tsnananaltaQ. 

3.3.1.2. Emphatic Personal Pronouns 

Emphatic forms (I myself, you yourself, etc.) can be formed from the personal 
pronouns with the help of the clitic -ki. (The third person singular is slightly irregular. 
The form tak"i is more usual than the 'regular' form taw-ki.) These forms are used 
only in the nominative. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Singular 
amki 

na17ki 
tak"i 

Dual 
m~nki 

Mnki 
tenki 

Plural 
msnki 

nsnki 
tsnki 

Often, the simple forms are used before the emphatic forms: amki xsp 

wsreyam 'PRONEMPH 1 SG, boat-NoM, make-1 SG: I am making a boat myself.'- msn 

msnki xsp wsrew 'PRONPERs1PLUR, PRONEMPH1PLUR, boat-NoM, make-1PLUR: We 
are making a boat ourselves.' 

3.3.1.3. Reflexive Personal Pronouns 

The reflexive personal pronouns are derived from the emphatic personal pronouns 
with the addition of -na- and the appropriate possessive suffix (e.g. first person 
singular: am> am-ki > am-ki-na-> am-ki-na-m). There are no nominative forms, but 
otherwise they appear in all the pronominal cases (accusative, dative, ablative, 
comitative). Once again, the accusative forms are the base to which the usual case 
suffixes are added. The most common forms are those in the accusative. 
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Accusative 
Dative 
Ablative 
Comitative 

Accusative 
Dative 
Ablative 
Comitative 

Accusative 
Dative 
Ablative 
Comitative 

32 

Singular 
First PersQn Second Person 
amkinam narJkinan 
amkinamn naTJkinann 
amkinamnal nal]kinannal 

amkinamtal naiJkinantal 
Dual 

m~nkinamen n~nkinan 

m~nkinamenn n~nkinann 

m~nkinamennal n~nkinannal 

m~nkinamental n~nkinantal 

Plural 
msnkinaw nsnkinan 
msnkinawn nAnkinann 
msnkinawnal nsnkinannal 
mSnkinawtal nsnkinantal 

Vogul 

Third Person 
tal<"inate 

tal<"inaten 

tal<"inatenal 

tal<"inateta/ 

t~nkinaten 

t~nkinatenn 

t~nkinatennal 

t~nkinatental 

tsnkinanal 
tsnkinanaln 
tSnkinanalnal 
tllnkinanaltal 

Variation: The reflexive personal pronouns show considerable variation in 
subdialects and idiolectic speech, the most important of which is the possibility that 
the augment -na- is not used (amkinam- amkim, etc.). 
Example: Jura tal<"inaten jil'pi pisa/' wis 'Jura-NoM, PRONREFL3SGDAT, new, rifle-NoM, 
buy-3SGPAST: Jura bought himself a new rifle.' 

3.3.1.4. Solitary Personal Pronouns 

Solitary personal pronouns emphasizing the solitude of the persons (I alone/by 
myself, you alone/by yourself, etc.) are formed from the simple personal pronouns 
with the addition of -kk---kke- and the possessive suffixes. (In the third person 
singular the base ta- is used.) They are used only in the nominative. Just as in the 
case of the emphatic personal pronouns the simple personal pronouns are often 
used before the solitary personal pronouns. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Singular 
amkkem 

nar7kken 
takkete 

Dual 
m~nkkemen 

n~nkken 

t~nkketen 

Plural 
mSnkkew 

nsnkken 
tsnkkenal 

Variation: Here again various forms can be observed. The major variation is the 
usage of -ke- instead of the geminate -kke-. 

Exam~le : m~n m~nkkemen tit olwJI<"e at ta11ximen 'PRONPERS 1 Du, PRONSOL 1 Du, 
here, hve-INF, NEG, want-1 Du: We do not want to live here alone/by ourselves.' 
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3.3.2. Non-Personal Pronouns 

1. Demonstrative Pronouns: The most important demonstrative pronouns are ti- fiji 
'this' and ta- taji 'that'. The shorter forms ti - ta are used only attributively. Both fiji 

and taji can be declined for number (fiji, tiji-jiy, tiji-t- fiji-tat, taji, taji-jiy, taji-t- faji-ta~ 

and case (usual nominal case suffixes). 

Other demonstrative pronouns include tixurip - tikem 'this kind of' and 

taxurip- takem 'that kind of', tam/'e 'such a', al<"ti - al<"ta 'this/that same one'. 

2. Interrogative Pronouns: The most important interrogative pronouns are xllrJxa

x otjut 'who' (used in relationship with people) and manar 'what' (used in 
relationship with animals or inanimate objects). They are used in all three numbers 

(XDIJxa, xor1xa-yiy, xllrJxa-t, xotjut, xotjut-iy. xotjut-at, manar, manar-iyiy, manar-a~ 
and decline for case like nouns. Reduplicated forms for the dual and plural < 
commmon. 

Other interrogative pronouns include mana 'what kind of?', manxurip · 
manarsir 'which?', mansawit 'how many'. Interrogative pronouns may be used as 
relative pronouns. 

3. Indefinite PronQuns: These include xotpa 'someone', matar 'something', 
matarsirmat 'some kind of', etc. 

4. Negative Pronouns: Negative pronouns are formed with the prefix ne(m)-: 

n~mxlltpa 'no one', n~matar'nothing', n~matarsir'no kind of', etc. 

5. General Pronouns: pussan 'all' , kasarJ 'every', towa - mllt(an) 'other', etc. 

3.4. Postposltlons 

The Vogul language knows no prepositions but instead employs postpositions after 
nouns and personal pronouns in accordance with the other Finno-Ugrian 
languages and agglutinative languages in general. Semantically the postpositions 
can be compared with case suffixes but express more precise relationships than 
the more general case suffixes (cf. 3.1.2.2.). Most are derived from nouns, or to a 
lesser degree from adverbs. The combination noun + (nominal) postposition + case 
suffix is identical to that of unmarked possessive constructions. In this section only 
the commonest postpositions will be mentioned. 
The structure of Vogul postpositions allows them to be classified as follows: 

1. Simple postpositions 
2. Postpositions with case suffixes 

2.1 . Non-augmented stem with case suffixes 
2.1 .1 . Non-augmented stem with one case suffix 
2.1 .1 . Non-augmented stem with the local case suffixes 

2.2. Augmented stem with the local case suffixes 
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3.4.1. Simple Postposltlons 

Simple postpositions are particle-like and in a purely descriptive sense contain no 
case suffixes. In some postpositions classified here as "simple" a case suffix is 
present historically, but is no longer apparent to the speakers. 

jot 'with ' 
1'/JI't 'towards' 

muwlax i 'around' 
nupal 'towards' 
tara 'through' 
a/Ita 'across' 

3.4.2. Postposltlons with Case Suffixes 

3.4.2.1. Non-Augmented Stems 

kastal 

mil yas 

mus 
sis 
tarmal 

'for, because' 
'for, because' 
'till' 
'during' 
'on ' 

Simple (non-augmented) postpositional stems can be used with case suffixes, i.e. 
with the local case suffixes (lative -n, locative -t, ablative -nal) , the instrumental -1 or 
translative -y. In a somewhat simplified scheme two groups can be distinguished: 
those appearing with the locative, the instrumental or translative case suffixes and 
those appearing (at least potentially) with all three local case suffixes. 

Non-Augmented Stem with One Case Suffix: 

a) Locative -t: xosit 'along' , owaltat 'about' , pa/it 'during' 
b) Instrumental -1: jurtal 'with ', palital 'during, while ', ontsal 'near, beside', pilsal 

'since', pentsal 'instead of', re yal 'with the help of', siral 'like', ural 'about' 
c) Translative -y: pattijiy 'as, in the place of' , toriy 'towards', urtijiy 'in place of'. (It 
should be noted that the translative case developed from a lative case.) 

Non-Augmented Stem with Local Case Suffixes: 

These postpositions denote for the most part local or temporal relationships . Not all 
the stems appear with all three local case suffixes. 

Stem Lative Locative Ablative 

xal 'middle' x al-n xal-t xal-nal 
krwar 'inner part' krwar-n krwar-t krwar-nal 
kot 'f' 'middle' kot'/'-an kot'/'-at kot'/'-nal 
/'apa 'near' /'apa -n f'apa -t 
pill 'side, half' piJI-n pi! I-t 
pas 'area, end' pas-n pas-t pas-nal 
p6x 'side' p6x -an pox-at p6x-nal 
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saj 'place behind' saj-n saj-t saj-nal 
sim 'heart' sim-n sim-t 
sis 'back' sis-n sis-t sis-nal 
wata 'shore' wilta-n wilta-t 

Examples: kol krwar-n 'into the house', kol krwar-t 'inside the house', kol krwar-nal 
'out of the house'; jiw saj-n 'behind the tree (direction)', jiw saj-t 'behind the tree 
(position)' , jiw saj-nal 'out from behind the tree'; amp p6x-an 'beside the dog 
(direction)' , amp pox-at 'beside the dog (position)', amp p6x-nal 'from beside the 
dog'. 

3.4.2.2. Augmented Stems 

The word pal 'side, half' can be used with the lative and locative case suffixes to 
form postpositions (cf. 3.4.2.1.) . In addition, it is used as an augmentative and 
substantivizing element. In such cases it is added to local elements (in one case to 
a numeral) and appears with the three local case suffixes. The resulting word is 
used as a postposition (or adverb and postposition). 

Augmented Stem Lative Locative Ablative 

eli-pill 'in front of' eli-pai-n eli-pal-t e/i-pal-nal 
joli-pill 'underneath' jo/i-pal-n jo/i-pil 1-t jo/i-pal-nal 
juji-pa/ 'behind' juji-pil 1-n juji-pil 1-t juji-pill-nal 
koni-pal 'outside of' koni-pa/-n koni-pal-t koni-pal-nal 
numi-pill 'above' numi-pal-n numi-pil 1-t numi-pal-nal 
a/am-pal 'beyond' Slam-pai-n iJiam-piJI-t 11lam-pal-nal 
sis-pal 'behind' sis-pill-n sis-pal-t sis-pal-nal 
kit-pill 'both sides of' kit-pill-n kit-pal-t kit-p/11-nal 

Examples: kol joli-p/11-n 'beneath the house (direction)', kol jo/i-pill-t 'beneath the 
house (position)' , kol jo/i-ptH-nal 'out from beneath the house' ; jil Slam-pai-n 
'beyond the river (direction)' , ja Slam-pi! I-t 'beyond the river {position)', ja iJiam-piJI
nal 'from beyond the river' . 

3.4.3. Personal Pronouns and Postposltlons 

When a noun is used in conjunction with a postposition it remains in the nominative 
case, but can of course appear in all three numbers (amp pox-at 'beside the dog', 
ampiy p6x-at 'beside the (two) dogs', 11mpat pox-at 'beside the dogs'). When used 
with personal pronouns the postposition must appear with the appropriate 
possessive suffixes. The possessive suffix is added directly to the simple 
postpositions and the non-augmented postpositions with one case suffix, whereas 
they appear between the stem and the case ending in the non-augmented and 
augmented postpositions with the local case suffixes. Just as with simple nouns 
there can be variation in the form of the possessive suffixes. Examples: 
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1. Simple Postposition: am jot-am, na17 jot-an, taw jot-e, m~n jot-men, n~n jot-an, 
t~n jot-en, msn jot-uw, nsn jot-an, tsn jot-anal (with me/you/him-her, etc.). 

2. Augmented Stem with Local Cases: am numi-plll-am-t, na17 numi-pll-an-t, taw 
numi-psl-e-t, m~n numi-pSI-men-t, n~n numi-ps/-an-t, t~n numi-plll-en-t, mlln numi
pa/-uw-1, nan numi-pal-an-t, tan numi-pa/-anal-t (above me/you/him-her, etc.). 

3.5. Numerals 

3.5.1. Cardinal Numerals: 

1-10: 1. ak"a 

2. kitiy 

3. xaram 
4. flila 
5. at 

6. xot 

7. sat 

8. nolo/ow (nololuw) 
9. onto/ow (ontoluw) 
10. low (luw) 

The numerals ak"a and kitiy have shorter forms (ak" kif) which are used 
~~~~ ' 

11-19: These numerals are formed with the cardinal + xujp (=present participle of 

xuj- 'to lie')+ low. akwxujplow'11', kitxujplow'12', etc. 

20, 30, 40 etc.: 20. xus 
30. wat 
40. na/iman 
50. atpan 

60. xotpan 
70. sat/ow 
80. no/sat 
90. ontarsat 

21 -29 - 81-89: These numerals are formed with a cardinal 30, 40, 50, etc. followed 
by the postposition nupal 'towards' and a numeral 1 through 9. Thus: wllt nupal 

ak"a '21 ', nalima.n nupal ~itir '32', atpan nupal xaram '43', etc. Another possibility is 
the use of the laltve case mstead of the postposition nupal: watn ak"a '21 '. 

~: For these numerals an unmarked additive construction {90-1, 90-2) is 

employed. Thus: ontarsst ak"a '91 ', ontarsat kitiy '92', ontarsat xaram '93', etc. 

1QQ: sat. This numeral is identical with sat '7'. Misunderstandings can be avoided 

by referring to 100 asjaniysat 'large sat'. 

100, 200, 300, etc.: These numerals are formed with latent multiplication (kitsat 

'200', xaramsat'300', etc.). 

101-999: Numerals higher than 100 can be formed in two ways: 1) Unmarked 

a~ditive co~struction of the hundreds and the appropriate numeral 1-99 Uaniysat 
1'1Jia '1 04', kttsllt atpan '250', nilasllt naliman nupal nil a '434', etc.) . 2) The hundreds 
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can be formed in analogy to21-29- 81-89 with the following hundred in the lative 
case, this followed by the appropriate numeral 1-99: atslltn naliman nupal ni/a 

'434'. 

1QQQ: so tar. Higher thousands are formed with latent multiplication (kitsotar '2000', 

xaramsotar'3000', etc.). 

After cardinal numerals Vogul nouns stand in the singular, just as in the other 
Finno-Ugrian languages. (After kit '2' either the singular or the dual can be used). 

Thus: ak" amp 'one dog', kit amp(iy) 'two dogs', xaram smp 'three dogs' , flila amp 
'four dogs', etc.) When used attributively numerals are indeclinable, when used 
predicatively they can assume the usual case endings. 

3.5.2. Ordinal Numerals 

Ordinal numerals are formed with the suffix -it added to the cardinal numeral. The 
word-final vowel of the basic cardinals is lost before the suffix. For the first two 
ordinals there are alternate lexical forms: ak"it- owal 'first', kitit- mot 'second' . 

1. ak"it- o wal 6. xotit 
2. kitit - mot 7. sa tit 

3. xarmit 
4. nilit 
5. atit 

3.5.3. Other Numerals 

8. nolo/owit 
9. ontolowit 
10. lowit 

Distributive Numerals: These numerals are formed from the cardinals with the help 
of the instrumental suffix and have the meaning 'alone, one at a time; in twos, two at 
a time; in threes, three at a time, etc.' 

1. akwal 6. xotal 

2. kityal 7. siHal 

3. xarmal 
4. flilal 
5. atal 

8. nolo/owal 
9. ontolowal 
10. Iowa/ 

Reiterative Numerals: These numerals are formed from the cardinals with the suffix 

-ittiy or -antiy and express the meaning '(for) the firsVsecond/third time, etc.'. 

Examples: kitantiy '(for) the second time' , xarmittiy '(for) the third time', nilittiy '(for) 
the fourth time'. The word 5os 'time' can also be employed with a cardinal number 
to express how many times something takes place: akw 5os 'once', kit sos 'twice', 

xaram 5os 'three times' . 
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Approximative Numerals: To express the meaning 'approximately one, two, three, 
etc.' approximative numerals are formed from the cardinals with the suffix -man (1, 
1 O) or -ax (2-9) to which the particle -kern can be added. Examples: ak"man -
ak"mankem 'approximately one', kitax - kitaxkem 'approximately two' , xarmax -
xarmax kem 'approximately three', lowmankem 'approximately ten'. There is some 
variation in these forms, e.g. the ending -ax can also be used with low 'ten' or the 
suffixes -man, -ax can be dispensed with entirely, the particle -kern then bearing the 
approximative meaning. 

3.6. Verbs 

Finite Vogul verbs distinguish the following inflectional categories: 1) Conjugation 
(indeterminate and determinate conjugations) , 2) Person (first, second, and third 
persons) , 3) Number (singular, dual, and plural) , 4) Tense (present and past). 5) 
Mood (indicative, imperative, conditional-optative, narrative) and 6) Voice (active, 
passive). 

3.6.1. Tenses 

Present and past tenses are distinguished. There are various ways of expressing 
futurity. 

3.6.1.1. Present Tense 

3.6.1.1.1. Indeterminate Conjugation 

Verbs in the indeterminate conjugation have no direct object or the direct object is 
considered "indeterminate" (cf. 3.6.1.1.2.). 

The basic personal suffixes in the present tense of the indeterminate 
conjugation are as follows: 

Singul!;!r ~ .E.lY..rnl 
1. -m -men -w 
2. -n -n -n 
3. fJ -y -t 

These suffixes are not, however, added directly to the verbal stem but are 
preceded by obligatory elements which represent original present-tense markers or 
participial endings. The full present-tense suffixes are as follows. 

Singula[ Du!;!l Plural 
1. -eyam -/men -ew 
2. -eyan -eyan -eyan 
3. -i -ey -eyat 
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The second person is strongly syncretistic, but allows for some variation - the 
reduced vowel in the final syllable can be velarized in the dual and plural suffixes. 

Examples: min- 'to go', /owint- 'to read, to count' 

Singular 1. min-eyam towint-eyam 

2. min-eyan towint-eyan 
3. min-i low int-i 

Dual 1. min-imen /owint-imen 

2. min-eyan lowint-eyan 

3. min-ey towint-ey 
Plural 1. min-ew /owint-ew 

2. min-eyan to win t-eyan 

3. min-eyat lowint-eyat 

3.6.1.1.2. Determinate Conjugation 

The distinguishment of an indeterminate and a determinate conjuagtion is very 
typical for both for Vogul and its most closely related languages: Ostyak ~nd 
Hungarian. The systems in these languages are not identical, but the underlymg 
principle is the same, namely that the speakers' interpretation of the nature of the 
direct object will determine their choice of conjugation. An "indeterminate object" (or 
no object) is followed by a verb in the indeterminate conjugation, a "determinate 
object" is followed by a verb in the determinate conjugation. What constitutes a 
"determinate object" for speakers of Vogul? Determinate objects are characterized 
by any of the following: 1) They are preceded by a demonstrative pronoun (e.g. ti 
'this' , ta 'that'), 2) They have a possessive suffix, 3) They are a personal pronoun, 4) 
They were mentioned in a previous sentence, 5) They are dependent clauses. 
These "rules" can be considered generally valid , but not without exceptions. (Cf. 
Murphy 1968:101-111 , Kalman 1976:60-61 , Honti 1988: 167-168) 

A Vogul verb in the determinate conjugation not only indicates that the 
speaker considers the object to be determinate, but also encodes the number of the 
determinate object: singular, dual, or plural. 

Determinate Object in the Singular: 

When the determinate object is singular, the endings are as follows: 

Singular Dual .E.J.!.ugl 
1. -lam -/amen -/uw 
2. -fan -fan -fan 

3. -te -ten -anal 
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. As. can be seen, the major difference between the endings of the 
mdetermmate and the determinate conjugations lies in the usage of -1- and -te- in 
the determinate conjugation. The second person is syncretistic; in the dual and 
plural forms the vowel can be velarized. The suffixes are attached to the verbal 
stem with the connecting vowel -i-. In the third person plural the usual hiatus 
blocker -j- appears. 

Example: zanist- 'to teach' 

1. 
2. 

3. 

Singular 

xanist-i-tam 

xanist-i-tan 

xan ist-i-te 

Dual 

xanist-i-lamen 

xanist-i-lan 

xanist-i-ten 

Determinate Object in the Dual and Plural: 

Plural 

xanist-i-luw 

xanist-i-lan 

x an ist -i-j-ana 1 

The marker of the dual determinate object in the determinate conjugation is -ay-, 
that of the plural determinate object -an-. The connecting vowel is -i-. As the 

elements -ay- and -an- begin with a vowel, the hiatus blocker -j- is used in all 
persons. The following endings are used: 

Dual Object 
Singular Dual 

1. -jayam -jaymen 
2. -jayan -jayan 
3. -jaye -jayen 

Example: xanist- 'to teach' 

Dual Object 

Singular 1. xanist-i-jayam 

2. xar'list-i-jayan 

3. xanist-i-jaye 

Dual 1. xanist-i-jaymen 

2. xsl'list-i-jaysn 

3. xar'list-i-jayen 

Plural 1. xar'list-i-jayuw 

2. xar'list-i-jayan 

3. xanist-i-jayanal 

Plural 

-jayuw 

-jayan 

-jayanal 

Plural Object 
Singular Dual 
-janam -janmen 
-jan( an) -jan( an) 
-jane -janen 

Plural Object 

xanist-i-janam 

xanist-i-jan(an) 

xar'list-i-jane 

xanist-i-janmen 

xsr'llst-i-jsn(sn) 

xal'list-i-janen 

xanist-i-januw 

xar'list-i-jan(an) 

xanist-i-jan(an)al 

Plural 

-januw 

-jan( an) 

-jan(an}al 
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Example Sentences: 

am pamas kr'liga lowir'lteyam 'PRONPERS1 SG, interesting, book-NoM , read-
1 SGPRESINDET: I am reading an interesting book.' 
am ti pamas kniga lowintilam 'PRONPERS1 SG, this, interesting, book-NoM, read-
1 SGPRESDETSG: I am reading this interesting book.' 
taw kasaj pasann pini 'PRONPERS3 SG, knife-NoM, table-LAT, place-3 SGPAES INDET: 
He is putting a knife on the table.' 
taw kasaje pasann pinite 'PRONPERS3SG, knife-Px3SG, table-LAT, place-
3SGPRESDETSG: He is putting his knife on the table.' 

am piyrisam xanistilam 'PRONPERS1 SG, son-Px1 SG, teach-1 SGPRESDETSG: I teach 
my son.' 

am piyrisayam xanistijayam 'PRONPERS1 SG, son-Px1 SG-DuPoss, teach-
1 SGPRESDETDU: I teach my (two) sons.' 

am piyrisanam xanistijanam 'PRoNPERs1 SG, son-Px1 SG-PLURPoss, teach-
1 SGPRESDETPLuR: I teach my sons.' 

3.6.1.1.3. Irregular Verbs: Indeterminate and Determinate 
Conjugations 

As mentioned in 2.4.2. Vogul possesses a small number (six) of irregular verbs, all 
having a vowel and a consonant stem and for the most part exhibiting vowel 
alternation (mi- 'to give', li- 'to throw', wi- 'to take', ji- 'to come', te - 'to eat', wa- 'to 
see'). Their conjugation is somewhat different than the other verbs. The present-

tense stems of these verbs end in -y (or in the case of ji- 'to come' in -w: juw-). 

Indeterminate Conjugation: 

In the indeterminate conjugation only the basic personal suffixes are added (cf. 
3.6.1.1.1.}. The connecting vowel is the reduced a. (Here, too, the vowel in the 
second person dual and plural can be velarized). 

Example: te- 'to eat' (present-tense stem: tey-) 

Singular Dual Plural 

1. tey-am tey-men tey-uw 

2. tey-an tey-an tey-an 

3. tey tey-iy tey-at 

Determinate Con·u ation: 

In the determinate conjugation the usual endings are added directly to the present
tense stem without the connecting vowel -i-. This obviates the necessity for the 
hiatus-blocker -j- when the determinate object is in the dual or plural. 
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Example: f~- 'to eat' (present-tense stem: f~ y-) 

QbjeQt - Singular Qbject - Dual Object - Plural 

Sing. 1. f~y-lam fey-a y-am fe y-an-am 

2. fey-/an fey-ay-an fe y-an(an) 

3. fey-fe fe y-ay-e fey-an -e 

Dual 1 . fey-/amen fey-ay-amen fey-an-amen 

2. fey-/an fe y-ay-an tey-an(an) 

3. tey-ten fe y-ay-en te y-an-en 

Plural 1. tey-luw tey-ay-uw tey-an-uw 

2. tey- lan te y-ay-an te y-an(an) 

3. t~y-anal tey-ay-anal tey-an(an)al 

3.6.1.2. Past Tense 

3.6.1.2.1. Indeterminate Conjugation 

The marker of the past tense is -s which is followed by the basic personal suffixes 
identical with those of the present tense. The past-tense suffixes are thus: 

Singular Dual Plural 
1. -sam -sa men -suw 
2. -san -san -san 

3. -s -siy -sat 

These suffixes are added directly to the verbal stem or are preceded by the 
vowels -a- or -a-. There is quite a bit of variation in this regard (connecting vowel : 
0- a- a) and it is not always possible to predict the exact usage. Some general 
tendencies are: 1) In the third person singular a connecting vowel is usually used. 
2) In monosyllabic verbs usually either no connecting vowel or the reduced a is 
used, after a consonant cluster it is generally a. 3} In polysyllabic verbs the 
connecting vowel a is generally used. 

The ending of the first person dual also shows variation : -smen, -samen, 
-samen. As in the present tense, the second person is syncretistic. The final vowel 
of the second person dual and plural can be velarized. 

Examples: 6/- 'to live, to be', jox t- 'to come, to arrive', rupit- 'to work' 

Singular 1. 6/-s-am joz f-as-am rupif-as-am 
2. 6/-s-an joz t-as-an rupif-as-an 
3. 6/-s - 6/-as joz t-as rupif-as 
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Dual 1. 6/-s-amen jozt-as-amen rupit-as-amen 

2. 6/-s-an jozt-as-an rupit-as-an 

3. 6/-s-iy jozt-as-iy rupit-as-iy 

Plural 1. 6/-s-uw jozt-as-uw rupit-as-uw 

2. 6/-s-an jozt-&s-an rupit-as-an 

3. 6/-s-af jozt-as-af rupif-as-at 

3.6.1.2.2. Determinate Conjugation 

The endings of the past tense in the determinate conjugation are composed of the 
past tense marker-s with the appropriate determinate personal endings used in the 
present. Just as in the present tense, the form of the ending indicates not only that 
the object is considered to be determinate, but also the number (singular, dual, 
plural) of this object. As in the past indeterminate a connecting vowel a - a can be 
inserted between vowel stem and verbal suffix as needed to prevent unacceptable 
consonant clusters. Here again, the vowel of the second person dual and plural can 
be velarized. 

Determinate Object in the Singular: 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Singular 
-slam 
-sian 

-sfe 

Dual 
-stamen 
-sian 

-sten 

Plural 
-sluw 
-sian 

-sana/ 

Example: sopit- 'to produce, prepare': 

Singular Dual 
1. sopit-a-slam sopit-a-slamen 
2. sopit-a-slan sopit-a-s/an 

3. sopit-a-ste sopit-a-sten 

Determinate Qbject in theDuai!Piural: 

Plural 
sopit-a-sluw 
sopit-a-slan 

sopit-a-sanal 

The appropriate endings consist of the past tense marker -s with the same object 
markers as in the present tense with a possible connecting vowel (a - a) between 
verbal stem and suffix. The reduced vowel in the second person dual and plural 
can be velarized. 

Dual Object Plural Qtlj~ct 
Singular Dual E.I.Y.m! Singular Dual Plural 

1. -sa yam -saymen -sayuw -sanam -san men -sanuw 

2. -sayan -sayan -sayan -san( an) -san( an) -san( an) 

3. -saye -sa yen -sayanal -sane -sanen -san(an)al 
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Example: sopit- 'to produce, prepare': 

Dual Object Plural Object 

Singular 1. sopit-a-sayam 

2. sopit-a-sayan 

3. sopit-a-saye 

Dual 1. sopit-a-saymen 

2. sopit-a-sayan 

3. sopit-a-sayen 

Plural 1. sopit-a-sayuw 

2. sopit-a-sayan 

3. sopit-a-sayanal 

Example Sentences: 

sopit-a-sanam 

sopit-a-san(an) 

sopit-a-sane 

sopit-a-sanmen 

sopit-a-san(an) 

sopit-a-sanen 
sopit-a-sanuw 

sopit-a-san(an) 

sopit-a-san(an)a/ 

Vogul 

na17 n ~wram erapteyan 'PRoN PERS2 SG, child-NoM, love-2 SGPRES INDET: You love 
children.' 

na17 nawram eraptasan 'PRONPERS2SG, child-NoM, love-2SGPAsTINDET: You loved 
children .' 

na 11 nawraman eraptilan 'PRoNPERS2SG, child-Px2SG, love-2SGPRESDETSG: You 
love your child.' 

na17 nawraman eraptaslan 'PRoNPERs2SG, child-Px2SG, love-2SGPAsTDETSG: You 
loved your child.' . 
am /uwam sunn kerilam/keraslam 'PRONPERS1 SG, horse-Px1 SG, sled-LAT, hltch-
1 SGPRESDETSG/1 SGPAsTDETSG: I hitch/hitched my horse to the sled.' 

am tuwayam sunn kerijayam/kersayam 'PRONPERS1 SG, horse-Px1 SG-DuPoss, sled
LAT, hitch-1 SGPRESDETDu/1 SGPASTDETDu: I hitch/hitched my (two) horses to the 
sled .' 
am luwanam sunn kerijanam/kersanam 'PRONPERS1 SG, horse-Px1 SG-PLuRPoss , 
sled-LAT, hitch-1 SGPRESDETPLuR/1 SGPAsTDETPLUR: I hitch/hitched my horses to the 
sled.' 

3.6.1.2.3. Irregular Verbs: Indeterminate and Determinate Conjugation 

In the case of the irregular verbs the past tense endings, both indeterminate and 
determinate, are added directly to the vowel stem, thus obviating any need for a 
connecting vowel. Example: te - 'to eat' : 

Past Indeterminate: te-sam, te-san, te-s, etc. 
Past Determinate: Singular Object te-slam, te-slan, te-ste, etc. 

Dual Object te-sayam, te-sayan, te-saye, etc. 
Plural Object te-sanam, te -san(an), te -sane, etc. 
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3.6.1.3. Expression of Futurity: Indeterminate and Determinate 
Conjugations 

There is no future tense in Vogul per se. As in most Finno-Ugrian languages the 

present tense can in context have future meaning. Example: tixotal am pawa/n 

mineyam, xolitan taw p~waln mini 'today, PRoNPERS1 SG, village-LAT, go-
1 SGPRES INDET , tomorrow, PRON PERS3 SG, village-LAT, go-3 SGPRESINDET: Today I am 
going to the village, tomorrow he will go to the village.' 

In addition there are two possibilities to express futurity more explicitly: 1) 

The particle tax 'then, later' can be used: mineyam tax 'go-1 SGPRESINDET , then: I 
will go'. 2) The infinitive can be used together with the auxiliary verb pat- 'to fall ; to 

begin' : olwjk"'e pateyam 'live-IIIF , begin-1 SGPRESINDET: I will live '. 

3.6.2. Moods 

3.6.2.1. Indicative 

The indicative mood has no special indicator in Vogul , being the neutral mood 
always used when there is no need for another one. It is also the mood in which the 
tense opposition present - past is fully valid. 

3.6.2.2. Imperative 

The imperative is used in Vogul in the second person . There is no special mood 
suffix, the second person marker being added directly to the verbal stem. Almost all 
imperative forms contrast morphologically with the longer indicative forms, e.g. 

indicative present indeterminate conjugation (war-eyan 'you make/do') - imperative 
indeterminate conjugation (w~r-en 'do, make'). The forms are strongly syncretistic 
for the three numbers , but there can be variation in the vowel of the marker, 
reduced in the singular, long or velarized in the dual and plural. 

Imperative - Indeterminate Conjugation: The ending is -en. 

Singular Dual 
min- 'to go': min-en min-en 
of- 'to be; to live': ol-en ol-en 
rupit- 'to work': rupit-en rupit-en 

Imperative - Determinate Conjugation: 

Plural 
min-en 
ol-en 
rupit-en 

When the determinate object is in the singular the singular ending is -eln, the dual 
and plural endings being -e/en with some variation in the quality of the last vowel. 

When the determinate object is in the dual the imperative ending is -eyan in all 
numbers, once again with some variation in the quality of the last vowel. When the 
determinate object is in the plural the imperative ending is -en in all numbers. 
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Example: tot- 'to bring' 

Object-Singular: 

Object-Dual: 
Object-Plural : 

Singular 
tot-eln 
tot-eyan 
tot-en 

46 

Dual 
tot-e/en 
tot-eyan 
tot-en 

Plural 
tot-e/en 
tot-eyan 
tot-en 

Vogul 

Irregular Verbs: The irregular verbs show imperative stems ending in -j and almost 
all exhibit vowel alternation. The imperative endings added to the stem are the 
same as for other verbs. 

mi- 'to give' : 
li- 'to throw': 
ji- - ju- 'to come': 
wi- 'to take': 
w.! - 'to see; to know': 
t~ - 'to eat' : 

Example sentences: 

maj-
laj-
jaj-- jij
woj- - wuj
waj-
t.!j-

na17 juwf'e minen 'PRON PERS2 So, back, go-2 SGIMPINDET : Go back.' 
n~n tot a/en 'PAONPERS2Du, there, live-2DuiMPINDET : Live there.' 
nAn fabrikat rupiten 'PAONPERS2PLUR , factory-Lac , work-2PLURIMPINDET : Work in the 
factory.' 
Kof'a, am tapam toteln 'Kol'a, PRONPERS1 So, oar-Px1 So, bring-2SGIMPDETSG: Kol'a, 
bring my oar.' 
Wasa os Pet'a, am tapam tote/en 'Wat;a, and, Pet'a, PAONPERS1 So, oar-Px1 So, 
bring-2DuiMPDETSG: Wat;a and Kol'a, bring my oar.' 

piyrasat, am to pam tote/en 'boy-PLUR , PRoNPERS 1 So, oar-Px1 So, bring-
2PLuRIMPDETSG: Boys, bring my oar.' 

Ko/'a, am tapayam toteyan 'Kol'a , PAONPERS1 So, oar-Px1 So-DuPoss , bring-
2SGIMPDETDu: Kol'a, bring my (two) oars.' 

Wasa os Pet'a, am tapayam toteyan 'Wat;a, and, Pet'a, PRONPERS1 So, oar-Px1 So
DuPoss , bring-2DuiMPDETDu: Wat;a and Kol'a, bring my (two) oars .' 

piyrasat, am tapayam toteyan 'boy-PLUR , PRONPERS1 So, oar-Px1 So-DuPoss, bring-
2PLURIMPDETDu: Boys, bring my (two) oars.' 
Ko/'a , am tapanam toten 'Kol'a, PRONPERS 1 So, oar-Px1 So-PLURPoss, bring-
2SGIMPDET PLUR : Kol'a, bring my oars.' 
Wasa os Pet'a, am tapanam toten 'Wat;a, and, Pet'a, PRONPERS1 So, oar-Px1 So
PLURPoss, bring-2DuiMPDETPLuR : Wat;a and Kol'a, bring my oars.' 

piyrasat, am tapanam toten 'boy-PLUR , PRONPERS 1 So, oar-Px1 SG-PLUR Poss , bring-
2PLURIMPDETPLUR : Boys, bring my oars.' 
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Other Persons: To express imperative content in persons other than the second the 
particle wos - os is used together with the indicative forms. Examples with the verb 

min- 'to go': wos mini'may he/she go', wos miney 'may they (dual) go', wos mineyat 
'may they (plural) go'. 

3.6.2.3. Conditional-Optative 

The marker of the conditional-optative mood is -nuw which is added either directly 
to the verbal stem or with the help of a connecting vowel a - a. The mood marker is 
followed by the basic personal suffixes either of the indeterminate or the 
determinate conjugation. As in many other cases, the vowel of the second person 
dual and plural can show variation. The endings of the conditional-optative are 
added to the vocalic stems of the irregular verbs. 

Conditional-Optative - Indeterminate Conjugation: 

Singulg!,r 
1. -nuw-am 
2. -nuw-an 

3. -nuw-a 

Example: at- 'to be; to live' 

Singular 
1. M-nuwam 
2. at-nuwan 

3. M-nuw 

lli.!.al 
-nuw-amen 
-nuw-en 

-nuw-iy 

Dual 
at-nuwamen 
at-nuwen 

at-nuwiy 

Plural 
-nuw-uw 
-nuw-en 

-nuw-at 

Plural 
at-nuwuw 
at-nuwen 

at-nuwat 

Conditional-Optative - Determinate Conjugation: 

The endings of the conditional-optative mood in the determinate conjugation are 
dependent on the number of the (determinate) object. The determinate endings are 
those of the present tense determinate conjugation. 

Singular Qbject Dual Object Plural Obj~ct 

Sg. 1. -nuw-lam -nuw-ay-am -nuw-an-am 

2. -nuw-lan -nuw-ay-an -nuw-an(-an) 

3. -nuw-te -nuw-ay-e -nuw-an-e 

Dual 1. -nuw-lamen -nuw-ay-amen -nuw-an-amen 

2. -nuw-len -nuw-ay-en -nuw-an(-en) 

3. -nuw-ten -nuw-ay-en -nuw-an-en 

Plural1. -nuw-luw -nuw-ay-uw -nuw-an-uw 

2. -nuw-len -nuw-ay-en -nuw-an(-en) 

3. -nuw-anal -nuw-ay-anal -nuw-an-a/ 
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Example: w~r- 'to make, to do' 

Singular Object D!.!al Qbject Plural Qbject 

Sg. 1. w4r-nuwlam w~r-nuwayam wM-nuwanam 

2. wM-nuwlan w~r-nuwayan w~r-nuwan(-an) 

3. w~r-nuwte w~r-nuwaye w~r-nuwane 

Dual 1. w~r-nuwlamen w~ r-nuwayamen w~r-nuwanamen 

2. w~r-nuwlen wM-nuwayen wsr-nuwan(-en) 

3. w~r-nuwten w~r-nuwayen w~r-nuwanen 

Plural1. wsr-nuwluw w~r-nuwayuw w~r-nuwanuw 

2. w~r-nuwlen w~r-nuwayen w~r-nuwan(-en) 

3. war-nuwanal w~r-nuwayanal w~r-nuwanal 

Example Sentences: 

am l'oxamt Wi51JXa ke olnuw, am w617Xa 0/tta poriymanuwam 'PAONPERS1 So, path
Px1 Soloc, pit-NoM, if, be-3SoCOINDET , PRONPERS 1 So, pit-NOM, over, jump-
1 SoCOINDEf: If there were a pit in my path, I would jump over it.' 

am worn jalnuwam ke, am ta janiy wortolnut alnuwlam 'PAONPERS1 SG, forest-LAT, 
go-1 SGCOINDET, if, PRONPERS 1 So, that, large, bear-NoM, kill-1 SGCODErSo: If I went 
into the forest, I would kill that big bear.' 

taw pelp stllijaye kernuwaye ke, sune saf('afanuw 'PAONPERs3SG, fast, reindeer
Px3So-DuPoss, hitch-3SGCODErDu, if, sled-Px3SG, break-3SGCOINDET: If he 
hitched up the (two) fast reindeer, his sled would break.' 

xanistan xum ti sawa11 piyrasat s~/'itanuwane ke, t~n /'a/'sa7J xanistaxtu7Jf('e 
patnuwat 'teach-PARTPRES, man, this, lazy, boy-PLUR , regret-3SoCODErPLUR, if, 
PRON PERS3PLUR, poorly, learn-lf'F , begin-3PLURC01NDEf: If the teacher were to feel 
sorry for these lazy boys, they would start learning even more poorly.' 

3.6.2.4. Narrative 

In Russian linguistic writing a further mood, the narrative (auditive, absentive) is 
distinguished. Whether the existence of such a mood is acknowledged or not will 
largely depend on one's own definition of mood. It differs from the other marked 
moods (imperative and conditional-optative) in various regards: 1) Auditive forms 
(present tense) are strictly speaking non-finite, as they are formed with a) the verbal 
stem, b) participial endings, and c) possessive suffixes to mark person (and not the 
usual verbal endings); 2) Two tenses are distinguished, present and past; 3) There 
are two separate markers of the auditive, the participial endings (present and past) 
for the auditive present and auditive past; 4) The "meaning" of the auditive is not as 
clearcut as in the case of the imperative and conditional-optative. In various works 
on Vogul linguistics (ct. Rombandejeva 1973: 137-144) we read that the auditive 
marks states and actions to which the speaker is/was not an eyewitness 
("allegedly" , "supposedly", "they say that", "it is reported that", etc.) It should also be 
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noted that these forms can be used to express actions which are considered 
uncertain, indefinite, or only of short duration. 

Narrative Present - Indeterminate Conjugation: 

The marker of the narrative present is -ne-, actually the ending of the present 
participle, to which the possessive suffixes are added. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Singular 
-ne-m 
-ne-n 
-ne-te 

Dual 
-ne-men 
-ne-n 
-ne-t en 

Plural 
-ne-w 
-ne-n 
-ne-nal 

Example: war- 'to make; to do' 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Singular 
w~r-nem 

w~r-nen 

w~r-nete 

Dual 
w~r-nemen 

war-nen 
w~r-neten 

Narrative Present - Determinate Conjugation: 

Plural 
war-new 
w~r-nen 

war-nenal 

In the determinate conjugation the mood marker -ne- is followed by the usual 

determinate endings: singular object {I- t), dual object (y), plural object (n). 

Singular Object Dual Qbject Plural Object 

Sg . 1. w~r-ne-lam war-ne-yam w~r-ne-nam 

2. war-ne-/an war-ne-yan war-ne-n(an) 

3. w~r-ne-te w~r-ne-ye w~r-ne-ne 

Dual 1. w~r-ne-lamen w~r-ne-yamen war-ne-namen 

2. war-ne-len w~r-ne-yen war-ne-nen 

3. war-ne-ten w~r-ne-yen w~r-ne-nen 

Plural1. w~r-ne-luw w~r-ne-yuw wsr-ne-nuw 

2. wsr-ne-len w~r-ne-yen war-ne-nen 

3. war-ne-nal w~r-ne-yanal war-ne-nal 

Narrative Past - Indeterminate Conjugation: 

The marker of the narrative past is -m, actually the suffix of the past participle, to 
which personal endings are added. Depending on the verbal stem a connecting 
vowel can be used. 
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Example: w~r- 'to make; to do' 

Singul§[ Dual Plural 
1. w~r-m-am war-m-amen war-m-uw 
2. wsr-m-an war-m-en war-m-en 

3. war-am w~r-m-iy w~r-m-at 

Narrative Past - Determinate Conjugation: 

In the determinate conjugation the marker of the narrative past (-m-) is followed by 
the usual determinate suffixes. 

Singular Qbject Dual Qbject Plural Objegt 

Sg . 1. war-am-lam wsr-am-ayam w~r-am-anam 

2. war-am-/an wsr-am-ayan war-am-an( an) 

3. war-am-te wsr-am-aye war-a m-ane 

Dual 1. wsr-am-lamen ws r-am-ayamen war-am-anamen 

2. war-am-len wsr-am-ayen war-am-anen 

3. wsr-am-ten war-am-ayen war-am-anen 

Plural1 . w~r-am-/uw war-am-ayuw war-am-anuw 

2. w~r-am-/en w~r-am-ayen war-am-anen 

3. w~r-am-anal w~ r-am-ayanal war-am-anal 

3.6.3. Voices 

3.6.3.1 . Active 

The active voice in Vogul has no special suffix. All the forms presented above have 
been active forms. 

3.6.3 .2. Passive 

Passive forms are typical for Vogul. The person indicated through the verbal 
endings experiences the action. An agent can be formally expressed and stands in 
the lative case. In contrast with many languages both transitive as well as 
intransitive verbs can be used in the passive. As the person undergoing the action 
can be regarded as the object no distinction is made between indeterminate and 
determinate conjugations. 
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3.6.3.2.1. Passive Indicative 

Passive Indicative Present: 

The marker of the passive is -we, usually attached to the verbal stem with the 
connecting vowel -a. In the case of the irregular verbs the marker is added directly 
to the vowel stem. The passive marker is followed by the personal endings. 

Singular Dual Plural 
1. -we-m -we-men -we-w 
2. -we-n -we-n -we-n 

3. -we-e -we-y -we-t 

Example: war- 'to make; to do' 

1. 
2. 

3. 

Singular 
war-a-wem 
war-a-wen 

w~r-a-we 

Passive Indicative Past: 

Dual 
war-a-wemen 
war-a-wen 

war-a-wey 

Plural 
wsr-a-wew 
war-a-wen 

war-a-wet 

In the passive indicative past the connecting vowel -a is used only when necessary 
to avoid unusual consonant clusters. The passive marker -we- is followed by the 
past tense marker -s and the personal suffixes. Forms of the irregular verbs use the 
bases with vowel alternation and -j (cf. 3.6.2.2.) : te- 'to eat', te -wem 'I am eaten' , taj
wesam 'I was eaten'. 

Singular Dual Plural 
1. -we-s-am -we-s-a men -we-s-uw 
2. -we-s-an -we-s-en -we-s-en 

3. -we-s-e -we-s-iy -we-s-at 

Example: war- 'to make; to do' 

Singular Dual Plural 
1. war-wesam war-wesamen war-wesuw 
2. war-wesan war-wesen war-wesen 

3. war-wes war-wesiy war-wesat 

Example Sentences: 

x um x sp wari 'man-NoM, boat-NoM, make-3SGPRESINDET : The man is making a 
boat.' 
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x umn x AP wArawe 'man-LAT, boat-NoM, make-3SGPRESPAss: A boat is being made 
by the man.' 
ojka sAii keras 'old man-NoM, reindeer-NoM, hitch up-3SGPAsTINDET: The old man 
hitched up a reindeer.' 
ojkan sAii kerwes 'old man-LAT, reindeer-NOM , hitch up-3SGPAsTPAss : The reindeer 
was hitched up by the old man.' 
oxsar siskurek tes 'fox-NoM, hen-NoM, eat-3SGPASTINDET: The fox ate a hen.' 
oxsarn siskurek tAjwes 'fox-LAT, hen-NoM, eat-3SGPAsTPAss : The hen was eaten by 
the fox.' 

3.6.3.2.2. Passive In Other Moods 

1. Passive Imperative: 

In the passive imperative the particle wos 'may' is employed together with the forms 
of the passive indicative present. Example with tot- 'to take' : na11 wos totawen 
'PRoNPERs2SG, may, take-2SGPRESPAss: May you be taken ', taw wos totawe 
'PRoNPERs3SG, may, take-3SGPRESPAss : May he be taken' . (Cf. Rombandejeva 
1973: 127) 

2. Passive Conditional-Optative: 

In some subdialects of Northern Vogul the passive conditional-optative can be 
formed with complete transparency, i.e. verbal stem + conditional-optative marker 
-nuw + passive marker -we+ personal ending: war- 'to make; to do', w4r-nuw-we
m, wAr-nuw-we-n, etc. 'I would be made, you would be made, etc.' It is, however, 
more usual for the geminate consonant -ww- to be simplified (-ww- > -w-) meaning 
that the difference between the passive conditional-optative and the active 
conditional-optative is seen (in most persons) through the presence of the vowel -e 
in the personal endings. 

Singular Dual Plural 
1. -nu-we-m -nu-we-men -nu-we-w 
2. -nu-we-n -nu-we-n -nu-we-n 
3. -nu-we-e -nu-we-y -nu-we-t 

Example: w4r- 'to make; to do' 

Singular Dual Plural 
1. w4r-nuwem war-nuwemen w4r-nuwew 
2 . war-nuwen w4r-nuwen w4r-nuwen 
3. wAr-nuwe war-nuwey wAr-nuwet 

3. Passive Narrative: There are separate forms for the passive narrative present 
and past. 
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3a. Passive Narrative Present. The forms of the passive narrative present are 
identical with those of the active narrative present, these forms thus being neutral 
with respect to diathesis. Context determines the specific meaning. Example: tot- 'to 
bring' , tot-ne-m 'I supposedly bring. - I supposedly am brought.' (Cf. Rombandejeva 
1973: 139) 

3b. Passive Narrative Past. These forms are based on the gerund in -ima- to which 
the personal suffixes are added. 

Singular Dual Plural 
1. -ima-m -ima-men -ima-w 
2. -ima-n -ima-n -ima-n 
3. -ima-e- -ima-y -ima-t 

Example: tot- 'to bring' 

Singular Dual Plural 
1. tot-imam tot-imamen tot-imaw 
2. tot-iman tot-iman tot-iman 

3. tot-ima tot-imay tot-imat 

3.6.4. Non-Finite Verbal Forms 

For a discussion of Vogul non-finite verbal forms cf. 5.6. 

3. 7. Adverbs 

3.7.1. Adverbial Classes 

Adverbs form a heterogeneous class in Vogul being formed from pronouns, nouns, 
adjectives, numerals, etc. with the help of various endings among which we find , in 
addition to others, productive and non-productive case suffixes. In this context only 
a few semantic classes will be mentioned. 

Local Adverbs: Among these many have three forms corresponding to the 
questions 'where to ', 'where', 'where from'. Examples: x ota/' 'where to? ' - x ot 
'where?' - x ota/ 'where from?' , juw/'e 'home, back' - jun 'at home'- jujil 'from home', 
tuw/'e '(to) there' - tot 'there' - tuwa l 'from there'. 

Temporal Adverbs: tix otal 'today', an 'now', tajax 'then, later' , ak"'ay 'always', teli 'in 
winter', ak•matnakt 'once'. 

Adverbs of Manner: These are formed with different suffixes, e.g. 1) -as: kAsa11 
'merry' - kasaJJas 'merrily' . 2) -y: nomta17 'clever'- nomta1)iy'cleverly'. 3) -kwe: /a sal 
'slow' - /Aslak"'e 'slowly'. 4) -1 : /ayal 'foot'- Ja y/a/ 'on foot'. 
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3.7.2. Comparison of Adverbs 

The comparison of adverbs is very similar to that of adjectives. 

Comparative: 1) Syntactic method: The person or object compared to is in the 

ablative case. The adverb bears no comparative ending. am jurtpiyrisanam-nal 

sl!rta11 joxtasam 'PRONPERS 1 SG, friend-Px1 SG-PLUR PossABL, early, come-
1 SGPASTINDET: I arrived earlier than my friends.' (Rombandejeva 1989: 151] 2) 

Morphological method. The suffix -nuw can be added to the adverb. na11 mol'ax

nuw juw-joxteyan 'PRONPERs2SG, quickly-CaMP, home, come-2SGPRESINDET: You 
will come home more quickly.' 

Superlative: The superlative is formed with the particles saka, sar 'very; fully' . 

Example: taw saka mol'ax juw-joxti 'PRONPERs3Sa, very, quickly, home, come-
3SGPRESINDET: He will come home the most quickly.' 

3.8. Conjunctions 

The category of the conjunction is not as well developed in Vogul as in typical 
Western European languages, this being in accordance with the basic agglutinative 
character of the language which employs a great many constructions with verbal 
nouns and personal suffixes or postpositions. The classification of certain word 
forms can also be difficult as various particles can in certain contexts be translated 
with (English) conjunctions. For example, the particle wos used in imperative 
constructions in persons other than the second (ct. 3.6.2.2.) can in many instances 
be translated with 'in order that' . Here only the most frequent conjunctions will be 
mentioned. For example sentences ct. 3.6.2.3., 5.7.1.2. , 5.7.2. 

Coordinating Conjunctions: 

1. Copulative Conjunctions: os 'and; or' (formerly 'or'), i 'and' (< Russian). 
2. Adversative Conjunctions: a 'but'(< Russian) , no 'but'(< Russian) , ate 'and not, 

nor', Me .. . lite 'neither ... nor'. 
3. Disjunctive Conjunctions: man 'or', manos 'or'. 

Subordinating Conjunctions: 

1. Temporal Conjunctions: xun 'when ' 
2. Conditional Conjunctions: ke 'if'. This word could just as well be considered a 

particle, as it does not begin a clause. 
3. Concessive Conjunctions: kos 'although' 
4. Comparative Conjunctions: aK'top 'as if' 
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3.9. Particles 

Vogul possesses a large number of particles expressing various nuances of 
meanings. As can be imagined it is often impossible to assign a particular English 
meaning to the individual particles, the concrete usage of a particle in sentences 
often being quite variable. Here only a few examples are given: 

Negation: at'not', llt'i'no' 
Prohibition: u/ (negates imperative constructions) 
Volitional: wos (in imperative constructions other than with the second person) 
Interrogative: -a (in 'yes/no' questions), a man 'whether, likely' 
Assent: a-a 'yes' 
Intensification: taw, ja 
Limiting: tup 'hardly, just' 
Specifying: ti, ta, taj, tij 
Exclamatory: manar'what a .. . !' 



4. Word Formation 

4.0. General Remarks 

In this chapter no attempt can be made to give an exhaustive account of the 
processes by which new words are formed in Vogul. Instead a brief survey will be 
given of word formation as regards nouns, adjectives, and verbs. Whereas no word 
categories in Vogul can be regarded as being completely closed, these are 
certainly the most open in this regard. In keeping with its basic agglutinative nature, 
Vogul forms most new words through suffixation, with compounding still being a 
productive alternative. These suffixes can be classified in different ways, e.g. word 
category of the resulting word (> noun, adjective, verb, etc.) , word category of the 
base word (denominal [<noun], deverbal [<verb] , etc.), productivity, i.e. whether the 
suffix can still be used to form new words, and frequency, i.e. whether the suffix has 
been employed often or not to form new words. Here only the most frequent and 
productive suffixes can be mentioned. (The large number of unproductive suffixes 
will not be dealt with.) 

4.1. Noun Formation 

4.1.1. Suffixal Noun Formation 

Denominal Suffixes: 

1. -kwe: This suffix is quite frequent and forms deminutive words. Examples: syi 'girl, 
daughter' > syik"e, pul)k 'head' > pu1Jkk"e. 
2. -ris: The suffix forms deminutives which can sometimes have a pejorative 
meaning. Examples: jS 'river' > jSris, xum 'man' > xumris 'weak, sickly man'. 
3. -t: The suffix forms abstract nouns from adjectives. Examples: xosa 'long' > xosit 
'length', mil 'deep' > mil it 'depth'. 

In addition to these suffixes several words can be used in a manner very 
similar to true suffixes: 1) ut 'thing' can substantivize adjectives (ata17 'sweet' > 
atal)ut'sweets' or participles (aj- 'to drink' > aj-ne 'drink-PARTPREs' > aj-n-ut 'person 
who likes to drink') , 2) warmal' 'thing; deed' can also substantivize participles 
( woritot- 'to fight' > woritotne 'fight-PARTPRES' > woritotne warm a/'> 'struggle', 3) sup 
'piece, part' can be used as a deminutive word (x sp 'boat' > xapsup), 4) kapaj 
'large; old' can be used as an augmentative word (ojka 'man' ojkakapaj'very old or 
very large man'. 

Deverbal Suffixes: 

1. -x (-k) : This suffix forms various abstract nouns. Examples: ons- 'to cross, to 
wade'> onsax'foot-bridge', kis-'to whistle'> kisik'whistle'. 

2. -1: The suffix forms nomina actionis/nomina acti. Examples: xojt- 'to be ill' > xojtal 
'illness' , min- 'to go, to move'> minil'movement'. 
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3. -mil : The suffix forms nomina actionis/nomina acti. Examples : xar1x- 'to climb' > 
xaxmil 'cliff, pass', jursxat- 'to unite' > jursxatmil'union'. 
4. -n (-ne/-na): The suffix forms participles (cf. 5.6.2.5.) some of which have been 
substantivized. Examples: te- 'to eat' > tene 'food', mat- 'to age' > matna 'old age'. 
5. -p (-pa) : This is an old participle suffix (cf. 5.6.2.4.) many forms of which have 
been substantivized. Examples: sayr- 'to cut' > sayrap 'axe', jan it/- 'to respect' > 
janitlap 'respect'. 
6. -tul : The suffix forms abstract, often collective nouns. Examples: jory- 'to scrape, to 
plane' > jortul 'shavings', mas- 'to dress' > mastul 'clothing'. 

4.1.2. Compounding 

A frequent method of noun formation is that of compounding. The first component 
can be a) another noun, b) an adjective, c) a verbal stem, d) a participle (cf. 
Rombandejeva 1973:79-82, Rombandejeva/Vakhruseva:74-76) . Examples: a) ma 
'earth' + kol 'house' > 'earth house, dug-out' , kat 'hand' + patta 'base' > katpatta 
'palm (of the hand)', b) naja17 'fiery'+ xap 'boat' > naja11Xap 'steamship', janiy'big' + 
Oj 'animal' > janyuj 'elk', c) p61'- 'to freeze' + oj 'animal' > p6/'uj 'bullfinch', d) puw/
'to bathe'[> puwlan 'bathe-PARTPRES'] + ko/'house' > puwlankol'bathhouse'. 

As can be seen from several of the above examples the components of a 
compound (particularly the second one) are subject to various morphonological 
rules (vowel shortening, syncopation, etc. - cf. 2.1., 2.4.1.). 

4.2. Adjective Formation 

Denominal Suffixes: 

1. -r,: This suffix is very frequent and forms adjectives with the meaning 'having, 
possessing something'. Examples: sM 'happiness' > s6ta17 'happy', welt 'wind' > 
wMa17 'windy'. 
2. -p (-pa) : The meaning of this suffix (ct. 5.6.2.4.) is similar to that of -YJ with the 
difference that it is used above all with another word to form an attributive phrase. 
Example: xosa 'long' + no/ 'nose' > xosa nolp 'long-nosed'. 
3. -tal: This is a frequent, privative suffix (cf. 5.6.2.7.). Examples: suj'sound, noise' > 
sujtal 'wordless', nam 'name' > namtal 'nameless'. 

Deverbal Suffixes: 

1. -m: With -m participles are formed (cf. 5.6.2.6.) some of which can be used as 
adjectives. Examples: aj- 'to drink'> ajam 'drunk', mat- 'to age'> matam 'aged'. 
2. -tal: This is a frequent, privative suffix (cf. 5.6.2.7.). Examples: xans- 'to know' > 
x astal 'unknowing, unknown', xol- 'to end' > xoltal 'endless'. 
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4.3. Verb Formation 

4.3.1. Suffixal Verb Formation 

A large number of suffixes are used in Vogul to form new verbs. As in the case of 
the nouns and adjectives these suffixes can be denominal or deverbal, but most 
belong to to the latter category. Here only some examples for the major types can 
be given. 

Denominal Suffixes: 

a) Intransitive Verbs: 

1. -m: s.!l w 'much' > sc!l wm- 'to increase, to grow' 
2. -1 - -al: t.!l wri 'crumb' > t.!l wri/- 'to crumble' , sc!ljak 'sober' > s.!ljkal- 'to wake up' 

3. -j - -aj : 1'6'1X 'path' > 1'61JXaj- 'to set off' 
4. -ami: rot'quiet' > rotam/- 'to quiet down' 

b) Transitive Verbs: 

1. -t: ontas 'help' > ontast- 'to help' 

2. -1: xoram 'decoration, ornament' > xoram/- 'to decorate, to adorn' 

3. -Itt: rey 'heat, warmth'> reyaltt- 'to heat' 

Deverbal Suffixes: 

1. Reflexive Formants : -xat, -axt. Examples : mas- 'to dress' > masxat- 'to dress 
onself', wojant- 'to defend'> wojantax t- 'to defend onself' . 
2. Causative Formants: -1, -t, -It, -pt, -tt, -Itt. Examples: suns- 'to look' > sunst- 'to 
show', mas- 'to dress' > mast- 'to dress (someone else) , majl- 'to treat oneself' > 
maj/alt· 'to entertain (guests). 
3. Momentaneous Formants: -ap, -at, -as, -aj, al, -all, -iyp, -iyt, -liyt, -uwl , -m, -umt, 

-ami, -mat, -maj, -almat. Examples: 1<".!1/- 'to stand up' > l<"c!llap- 'to jump up', S.!ll"fl· 'to 
ring'> S.!l1J/at- 'to ring out suddenly' , pisy- 'to squeak'> pisyas- 'to give a squeak'. 
4. Frequentative Formants: -al , -iyl, -yalal , -iylal, -aliyl, -atal , -lant , -yal. Examples: 

kitiyl- 'to ask a question' > kitiy/.!1/- 'to ask repeatedly', suns- 'to watch' > sunsiyl- 'to 
watch repeatedly' , woj- 'to take' > wojyalc!ll- 'to take repeatedly ', osmar/- 'to use 
cunning' > osmar/.!1/iy/- 'to use cunning repeatedly' . 

5. lnchoative Formants: -maj, -alt, -amt, -miyt, -mi. Examples: 15/- 'to be; to live' > 
15/maj- 'to start to live', x .!ljt- 'to run'> x .!ljtalt- 'to start to run' , ta11X· 'to want' > taxmiyt· 
'to start to want' . 
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6. Durative Formants: -ant, -ant, -yal , -1, -as, -asl, -al , -al. Examples: satap- 'to grow 
dark' > satapant- 'to grow dark slowly', jom- 'to walk'> jomant- 'to walk steadily' , tip-
'to lose one's way'> tipya/- 'to roam, to wander', ery- 'to sing'> eryasl- 'to sing on' . 

Precative Forms: An interesting feature of Vogul verb formation is the behavior of 
the "deminutive suffixes" -l<"e and -ris which can be added to any verbal stem to 
form a new stem. (Rombandejeva [1973:176] writes that these two suffixes can in 
fact be added to any part of speech in Vogul with the exception of conjunctions.) A 
stem augmented with -l<"e or -ris can then take tense, mood, or voice markers. 
These suffixes impart a strong subjective and affective tone to the basic meaning of 
the verb. The suffix -l<"e ( -ke, ct. 2.5.) is positive, denoting endearment, while -ris is 
negative, expressing pity or deprecation. Examples: amkkem 6/ikem. 'PRoNSOL 1 SG, 
be-PREC PRES 1 SG: Good little me lives alone.' amkkem olirisam. 'PRoNSOL 1 SG, be
PREC PRES 1 SG: Poor little me lives alone.' 

4.3.2. Prefixal Verb Formation 

A feature that Vogul shares with the other Ugrian languages, Ostyak and 
Hungarian, is the presence of verbal prefixes. These prefixes modify the meaning of 
the base verb, often indicating direction (up, down, in, out, etc.), but also conveying 
more abstract notions. Below, only the most common verbal prefixes will be listed 
along with some examples. It should be noted that a prefix can modify the meaning 
of the base verb in various ways, particularly if we are dealing with abstract notions 
and not merely concrete directions. Thus the remarks on the meaning of the 
individual prefixes cannot be regarded as exhaustive. 

akwan- '(coming) together': ney- 'to tie, to bind' > al<"an-ney- 'to tie together', ml5rm
'to wrinkle , to fold' > al<"an-ml5rm- 'to fold up' 

xot- 'various nuances such as intensity of action, momentaneous action, direction 

away from something' : tl5s- 'to dry'> xot-tos- 'to dry up/out' , min- 'to go' > xot
min- 'to go away, to stop' , roxt- 'to be frightened' > xot-roxt- 'to take fright 
suddenly' 

el(a)· 'forwards, onwards, away': j15m- 'to go, to stride' > el-jom- 'to go away/on', 
tina/- 'to sell' > el-tinal- 'to sell off' 

jol- 'concrete direction "down" and abstract nuances': patt- 'to drop' > jo/-patt- 'to 
drop down, to kill ', taj- 'to snow' > jo/-taj- 'to snow up', mar- 'to sink, to dive' > 
jo/-mor- 'to dive in/down' 

juw- 'concrete direction "home; into" as well as completion of action' : min- 'to go' > 
juw-min- 'to go home; to enter', te- 'to eat' > juw-te- 'to eat up' 

kittiy- 'separation': min- 'to go' > kittiy-min- 'to separate; to get divorced', ortxat- 'to 
divide, to separate (intransitive) > kittiy-artxat- 'to branch off' 

kon- 'out; away': I<" .!I/- 'to stand up, to go , to rise' > kon-1<".!11· 'to go out', li· 'to throw' 
> kon-li- 'to throw out/away' 

lakwa- (lakkwa·) 'decentralized direction': jom- 'to go, to stride'> lal<"a-j15m- 'to go 
apart, to separate' , urt- 'to divide'> lal<"a-urt- 'to divide up, to distribute' 
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lap- 'completion of action': nM- 'to float' > /ap-n~t- 'to plug/clog up', te- 'to eat; to 
burn' > lap-te- 'to burn out' 

naluw- 'towards the river; towards the fire': xaft- 'to run' > n~luw-xajt- 'to run towards 
the river', tayat- 'to hang'> n~luw-tayat- 'to hang over the fire' 

nox- (nollx- [cf. 2.3.]) 'up': /'a/'- 'to stand' > nox-1'01'- 'to stand up', suns- 'to look' > 
nox-suns- 'to look up' 

pay- 'towards the shore; away from the fire': xart- 'to pull; to drag' > p~y-xart- 'to 

drag to the shore', k'S/- 'to stand up, to go, to rise'> p~y-k'~l- 'to get out of 
the boat, to land' 

paliy- 'apart, in different directions, opening up': xart- 'to pull; to drag'> psliy-xart

'to stretch (out); to open one's mouth wide', pokap- 'to burst' > p~liy-pokap
'to burst open, to break open' 

tiy- 'in the direction of the speaker': ro11xuw/- 'to yell' > tiy-ro11xuw/- 'to have 

someone come' , tot- 'to bring'> tiy-tot- 'to bring here' 
tuw- 'away from the speaker': mi- 'to give' > tuw-mi- 'to give back/away' 

5. Syntax 

5.0. General Remarks 

The basic agglutinative character of the Vogul language is seen particularly well in 
its syntax. For those acquainted with the syntax of such languages, Vogul will offer 
little, if anything, new. This chapter cannot intend to offer an exhaustive account of 
Vogul clause and sentence structure. For this the reader is referred to the relevant 
literature. Instead, certain salient points of Vogul syntax will be touched upon and 
discussed. 

5.1. Constituent Sentence Parts 

The traditional division of constituent sentence parts into 1) subject, 2) predicate, 3) 
attribute, 4) direct object, and 5) adverbial is applicable to Vogul sentence structure. 
Ad 1: Subject. The subject is generally a noun or pronoun in the nominative case. 
Reflexive personal prounouns, which do not appear in the nominative (ct. 3.3.1.3.), 
do not function as subjects. Personal prounouns need not necessarily appear 
explicitly as they are expressed implicitly through the appropriate personal ending 
of the verb. More rarely, substantivized numerals or adjectives or verbal nouns can 
appear as subjects. Ad 2: Predicate. The most common predicate types are: a) 
verbal predicate, b) nominal predicate without copula, c) nominal predicate with 
copula. a) Verbal predicate: ~yi /owinti'giri-NoM, read-PREs3So: The girl is reading.' 

~yit /owinteyat 'giri-PLUR read-PREs3PLUR: The girls are reading.' b) Nominal 
predicate without copula: The predicate can consist of a noun, adjective, numeral, 
pronoun. ti jiw'this, tree-NoM: This is a tree.' jiw janiy'tree-NoM, big: The tree is big.' 
ti am 'this, PERSPRON1 SoNoM: It's me.' Nominal predicates without a copula can be 
used in all three persons. c) Nominal predicate with copula: The nominal predicate 
can be used with the copulas o/- 'to be, to live' or {more rarely) with os- 'to be' . 
Whereas the first verb can be conjugated in all tenses, the latter is indifferent in 
regard to tense and is only employed as a copula. stepan xot 6/i? 'Stepan-NoM, 
where, be-PRES3So: Where is Stepan?' p~wal l'apat 6/i 'village-NoM, near, be
PRES3SG: The village is near by.' In addition, various non-finite verbal forms can be 

used as predicates, as well as the predicative words of negation ~t'im {Sg), at'imiy 
(Du) , at'imat (Piur) : taw jun ~t'im 'PERSPRoN3SG, home, NEGSG: He/she is not at 
home.' ten jun at'imiy. 'PERSPRoN3Du, home, NEGDu: They {Du) are not at home.' 
t~n jun ~t'imat'PERSPRoN3PLUR, home, NEGPLUR: They (Piur) are not at home.' Ad 3: 
Attribute. Attributes can be adjectives, nouns (used as adjectives or as possessive 
nouns), numerals, pronouns, participles. karas ur 'high mountain', ker n~l' 'iron 

trap', xum amp-e 'man-NoM, dog-Px3So: the man's dog', at n~l 'five arrows', ti piy 
'this boy', p6/'am wit'freeze-PARTPAST, water: frozen water'. Ad 4: Direct object. The 
direct object is generally a noun in the nominative case {basic form) or a pronoun in 
the accusative. piyris kol posli 'boy-NoM, house-NoM, draw-PREs3SG: The boy is 
drawing a house.' a sam ~nam skolan totaste. 'father-Px1 SG, PRON PEAS 1 SGAcc' 
schooi-LAT, bring-PAST3SGDETSG: My father brought me to school.' Ad 5: Adverbial. 
The wide category of adverbials can be made up of adverbs, nouns in oblique 
cases (or more rarely in the basic form, cf. Rombandejeva 1973:44), noun + 
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postposition, non-finite verbal forms. rottiy /'u/'an! 'still, stand-IMP2So: Stand still!' 
nswramat wornal xsjteyat 'child-PLUR, forest-ABL, run-PRES3PLUR : The children run 
out of the forest.' towlaryxsp wor numi-pS/t mini 'airplane-NoM, forest-NoM, over, go

PRES3SG: The airplane flies over the forest.' syi eryim psy-minas. 'girl-NoM, sing
GER, go to the shore-PAST3So: The girl went down to the shore singing.' 

5.2. Word Order 

5.2.1. Order in Constituent Parts 

The basic agglutinative principle that the qualifier precedes the qualified applies to 
Vogul word order. This entails: 1) attribute+ noun, 2) head verb+ auxiliary verb, 3) 
verbal prefix+ verb. 1) Attribute+ Noun. Adjective+ Noun: karas ur'high mountain'. 

(Adjectival) Noun +Noun: kernS/' 'iron trap'. Possessive Noun +Noun: xum Smp-e 
'man-NoM, dog-Px3So: the man's dog' . Numeral + Noun: at nsf 'five arrows'. 

Pronoun+ Noun: ti piy'this boy', taw smp-e 'PRONPERs3SoNoM, dog-Px3So: his/her 
dog'. (Adjectival) Participle + Noun: po/'am wit 'frozen water. 2) Head Verb + 
Auxiliary Verb. nomsu11kwe pateyam 'think-If'~', AuxPRES1 So: I will think' . 3) Verbal 

Prefix+ Verb. pay-min- 'to go ashore'. 
With the help of participial constructions attributive phrases can become 

quite lengthy, e.g. rus pojar-piyna tulmaxal tina/am mansi syi msyas eryam eriy. 

Here it is the last word of the attributive phrase eriy 'song' which is modified by the 
two participial constructions preceding it. Such phrases are best analyzed (from an 
English speaker's point of view) beginning from the end of the clause: eriy 'song'. 

What kind of song? eryam eriy. 'eryam =past participle of ery- 'to sing'. The song 
sung. What kind of song sung? syi 'girl' msyas 'about' eryam eriy. The song sung 

about a girl. What kind of girl? mansi 'Vogul' syi 'girl'. A Vogul girl. What kind of 

Vogul girl? tina/am mansi Syi. 'tina/am= past participle of tina/- 'to sell' . The Vogul 

girl sold. How was the Vogul girl sold? talmaxal 'secretly'. To whom was she sold? 

piyna 'to the boy'. To what kind of boy? rus pojar-piyna 'to a Russian rich man's 
son'. One can thus translate the phrase as: Song sung about a Vogul girl sold 
secretly to a Russian rich man's son . 

5.2.2. Order of Constituent Parts In the Sentence 

Vogul is a basic SOV language. This means that in a sentence with basic, neutral 
constituent part order the subject will be at the beginning, the finite verb (or non
finite verb form) will occupy the final position, with the (direct) object between the 
subject and predicate. Thus: Syi mojt /owinti 'girl-NoM, story-NoM, read-PRES3So: 
The girl reads a story.' There is more leeway with regard to the adverbials. They 
can come first in the sentence or between subject and predicate. The stressed 
position in a basic sentence is before the predicate. Interrogative pronouns or 
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adverbs need not occupy the first position and there is no crass difference in word 
order between interrogative and declarative sentences. 

The SOV word order is, however, not rigid. Should a certain constituent part 
bear particular emphasis other orders are possible, finite verb in initial position, 
adverbial in final position, etc. (Cf. Rombandejeva 1979: 67- for a detailed 
discussion of alternative positions of constituent parts.) 

5.3. Congruence 

Attributive Constructions: There is no congruence in Vogul between attribute and 

head noun: janiy kol 'large house' - janiy ko/-iy (Du), janiy ko/-at (Piur) , janiy kol-n 

(Lat), janiy ko/-t (Loc), etc.; ti kol 'this house' - ti kol-iy (Du), ti kol-at (Piur) , ti kol-n 
(Lat), ti kol-t (Loc), etc. 

Numerals are followed by a head noun in the singular: ak" kol 'one house', 

xuram ko/'three houses', ssw kol'many houses'. The numeral kit (2) can, however, 

be followed by either the singular or the dual: kit kol- kit kol-iy'two houses'. 

Subject-Verb Agreement: Finite verbs agree in number and person with the subject: 

xum rupit-i 'man-SG, work-PRES3So: The man works.' - xum-iy rupit-ey 'man-Du, 

work-PREs3Du: The men (Du) work.' - xum-at rupit-eyat 'man-PLUR, work

PRES3PLUR : The men (Piur) work.' - na17 rupit-eyan 'PRONPERS2SG, work-PRES2SG: 

You (Sg) work - msn rupit-ew 'PRONPERS 1 PLUR , work-PRES 1 PLUR : We (~lur) work.' 
In addition, verbs in the determinate conjugation agree with the object m number: 
am piyrisam xanistilam 'PRoNPERS1 So, son-Px1 So, teach-PRES 1 SoDETSo: I teach 

my son.' - am piyrisayam xanistijayam 'PRONPERS1 So, son-Px1 So-DuPoss, teach

PRES1 SoDETDu: 1 teach my (two) sons.' - am piyrisanam xanistijanam 
'PRONPERS1 So, son-Px1 SG-PLuRPoss, teach-PRES1 SoDETPLUR: I teach my sons 
(plural).' 

In certain cases when the noun is formally in the singular but has 
plural/collective meaning the predicate can stand in the plural. This is, for example, 

the case with the word msxam 'people': msxam joxteyat 'people-So, come-
PREs3PLUR: The people are coming.' . 

Two nouns coordinated with one another through the use of the dual suffix 

(cf. 3.1.1.) require a predicate in the dual: ek"ay ojkay oley 'woman-Du, man-Du, 
live-PREs3Du: The woman [and] the man are living.' 

Nominal Predicate Agreement: A nominal predicate agrees with the subject in 

number: ti xat'listaxtan piyris jomas 'this, learn-PARTPRES, boy-So, good-So: This 
pupil [is) good.' - ti xanistaxtan piyris-iy jomas-iy 'this, learn-PARTPRES, boy-Du , 
good-Du: These pupils [are] good.' - ti xanistaxtan piyris-at jomas-at 'this, learn
PARTPRES, boy-PLUR, good-PLUR : These pupils [are) good.' 
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5.4. Definiteness 

Uralic languages employ various strategies to indicate the definiteness of subjects 
and objects, i.a. the use of pre- or postposed articles (Hungarian, Mordvinian), 
contrastive use of case (Fannie) or the special use of possessive suffixes (Eastern 
Uralic languages). Furthermore, many Uralic languages do not obligatorily indicate 
the definiteness of the subject and/or object, although they all have means to 
indicate this if felt necessary. Vogul belongs to this latter group. 

Subject definiteness: The most important indicator of definiteness of the subject of a 
Vogul sentence is the context. Thus, without context it is often difficult or impossible 
to know if the speaker considers the subject to be definite or not. In the sentence Syi 
lowiflti 'giri-NoMSG, read-PAEs3SG' context can determine whether 'The girl is 
reading' or 'A girl is reading' is meant. (Context will also determine whether the/a 
girl 'is reading' or 'reads', but that is a different matter.) There are, however, several 
possibilities to indicate definiteness explicitly. The first of these is the use of 
determining attributes, above all demonstrative pronouns: ti Syi 'this girl', ta Syi 'that 
girl'. A second possibility is the use of a possessive suffix~, usually of the third 
person. This means that these possessive suffixes have two functions, firstly to 
indicate possession, secondly to indicate definiteness. Once again, context must 
indicate which function is being realized. Out of context smp-e 'dog-Px3SG' can 
mean either 'his/her dog' or 'the dog'. {The form with the preposed personal 
pronoun taw ~mp-e [cf. 3.1.3.) will, however, only mean 'his/her dog'.) A third 
possibility is the use of the particle an to indicate definiteness and the numeral ak" 
{1) to indicate indefiniteness. Rombandejeva considers these particles to be 
definite and indefinite articles {cf. e.g. Rombandejeva 1973: 200-201), a view which 
has not found wide acceptance. Whereas it is clear that these particles can be used 
in the sense of (English) definite and indefinite articles, they are neither common 
nor obligatory (as in English) which argues against their classification as articles. 

Object definiteness: The determinate and indeterminate verbal conjugations so 
typical of Vogul and the other Ugrian languages indicate the definiteness or 
indefiniteness of the direct object (cf. 3.6.1.1.2.) 

5.5. Possessive Constructions 

Possessive Constructions with One Noun: Possessive constructions involving one 
noun consist of the noun and possessive suffix with or without a preceding personal 
pronoun: (am) kol-am, (na17) ko/-an, (taw) kol-e 'my, your, his/her house', etc. (ct. 
3.1.3.). 

Possessive Constructions with Two Nouns: In possessive constructions involving 
two nouns the possessor precedes the possessed and the possessor is unmark~d, 
whereas the possessed is (usually) marked with a possessive suffix of the th1rd 
person. The marking of the possession is particularly common if it indicates 
something animate. Thus: xum smp-e 'man-NoM, dog-Px3SG: the man's dog', 
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ruma-m ko/-e 'friend-Px1 SG, house-Px3SG: my friend's house', ja wata(-te) 'river
NoM, banks-(Px3SG): the banks of the river'. 

Habeo-construction: In stark constrast to its otherwise clear agglutinative nature 
Vogul has developed a full-fledged habeo verb: ons- 'to have'. ayi kit say onsi 'girl
NoM, two, braid-NoMSG, have-PRES3SG: The girl has two braids.' Another possibility 
is the use of the postposition palt 'on' after the possessor with the possessed in the 
basic form and the verb of being: mos-ne palt man nswram oli 'mos, woman-NoM, 
on, small, child-NoM, be-PAEs3SG: The moswoman has a small child.' 

5.6. Non-Finite Verbal Forms 

Non-finite verbal forms (verbal nouns) play an important role in Vogul sentence 
structure. They are formed with various suffixes and are often used in conjunction 
with other suffixes, notably possessive and case suffixes (or postpositions). Since 
they often are equivalent to embedded sentences they can take their own 
arguments, i.e. objects and adverbials. In this section only the more important 
functions of the non-finite forms can be listed. 

The Vogul non-finite verbal forms can be (roughly) classified as follows: 1) 
Infinitive: -l')kwe, 2) Participles: -i, -s, -l'), -p, -na, -m (-im), -tal, 3) Gerunds: -ke-, -ima. 
Given that some of the participles (-na, -m (-im), -tal) are often used as adverbials in 
sentences there is no sharp dividing line between them and the gerunds. 

5.6.1. Infinitive 

The infinitive ending is -17k'e. It is attached directly to the vowel stems of the 
irregular verbs: te- 'to eat' > te1)k"e, li- 'to throw' > lil)k"e. With all other stems the 
number of syllables determines the connecting vowel used. If the stem has an 
uneven number of syllable the connecting vowel is -u, if it has an even number of 
syllables the connecting vowel is -a. Examples: 1) Odd number of syllables: Ia w- 'to 
say' > laW-W)k'e, aT)kwata/- 'to look at' > aT)kwatal-w]k"e. 2) Even number of 
syllables: a/is/- 'to hunt' > alist-a.,.,k"e, kSI<"astaxtiyl- 'to cough' > kak'astaxtirl-aTJk'e. 

The infinitive can be used with a wide variety of inflected verbs. The usage 
with pat- 'to fall; to begin; to become' to form a sort of periphrastic future has already 
been noted (cf. 3.6.1 .3.). In addition the infinitive can be used i.a. with verbs 
denoting a) volition, capability, thought, wish: ta11X- 'to want' > otu.,.,k"e ta1Jxeram 

'be-IIIF, want-PRES 1 SG: I want to be', worat- 'to try, to endeavor' > lak"altaiJI<"e worati 

'jump out-IIIF, try-PAES3SG: He tries to jump out' , noms- 'to think' > kol onttw)k"e 
nomsi 'house-NoM, build-IIIF , think-PAES3SG: He thinks of building a house'; b) 
motion: jal- 'to go, to walk' > kinSUI)k"e jalew 'search-IIIF, go-PAES1 PLUA: We go to 
search', k'al- 'to go, to stride'> mis tittw7k'e k'als 'cow-NoM, feed-IIIF, go-PAST3SG: 
He went to feed the cow'. 
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5.6.2. Participles 

Vogul possesses a number of participles. Four of these, those in -i, -s, -l], and -pare 
no longer productive, but can still be found in folklore texts. Their function was 
mainly that of attributes. The participles in -i and -s were indifferent with regard to 

diathesis, whereas those in ·t] and -p were usually employed in an active sense. 
The two productive participles are those in -n/-ne/-na (present participle} and -m 
(past participle} , both of which can be found in active and passive senses. 

5.6.2.1. Participle In -i 

This participle is identical with the ending of the third person singular, present 
tense: min- 'to go' > mini 'he goes' . Its older, participial use can be considered to 

be archaic. Some examples: /ujy- 'to sing, to twitter' > /ujyi kukuk 'sing-PART, cuckoo

NoM: singing cuckoo', xul'iyl- 'to come up, to arise' > xotal xul'iyli sax a/ 'from 
somewhere, arise-PART, storm-NoM: storm arising from somewhere'. 

5.6.2.2. Participle In -s 

The participle is identical with the suffix -s marking the past tense. Its participial 
function can be considered to be archaic. An example: on/- 'to sit' > ~li-p~ let on/as 
pot 'before-Px3SG, sit-PART, cauldron-NoM: the cauldron (sitting) before him'. 

5.6.2.3. Participle In ·t] 

This participle is not completely archaic, but relatively rare . Nowadays its main 
function is as an attributive present participle used in connection with 

onomatopoetic or affective verbal stems. Some examples: xopl- 'to knock, to beat' > 

xoplar) suj'knock-PART, sound-NOM: knocking sound' , k~ny- 'to roar'> k~nar1 tura/ 

'roar-PART, voice-INSTR : with a roaring voice', moyal- 'to laugh, to smile' > moyala11 
wrl'ta/ 'smile-PART, face-INSTR : with a smiling face'. 

5.6.2.4. Participle In -p(a) 

This participle has almost been completely replaced by the participle in -n/-ne/-na 
and is used nowadays mainly in noun and adjective formation (cf. 4.1 . and 4.2.). 
Still, in folklore texts there are a goodly number of occurrences of -p(a) as a present 

participle. Some examples: sawal- 'to suffer'> sawalap xum 'suffer-PART, man-NoM: 

suffering man', tel- 'to be born, to grow' - xot- 'to end, to disappear' > telpa jo11Xap

xotpa joTJxap 'grow-PART, moon, end-PART, moon: waxing moon - waning moon'. 
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5.6.2.5. Participle In -n/-ne/-ne 

This is the general present (imperfective) participle. The element -n/-ne/-na is 
generally attached directly to the stem or with a connecting vowel after a consonant 
cluster. In the case of the irregular verbs it is added to the vocalic stem (min- 'to go' 
- minne, t~- 'to eat' - tene) . In compounds the final -e is usually lost: -ne > n. This 
participle is widely used in modern Vogul and fulfills a variety of different functions. 

a) Subject. This function is most common in conjunction with verbs meaning 'to be 

heard, to be felt, to be seen'. Some examples: x~rast- 'to crackle, to squeak' > 

matar xarastana sujti 'something, crackle-PART, be heard-PRES3 SG: A crackling is to 

be heard' , x~jtiyt- 'to run around' > ~yit x~jtiyt-a-ne-nal sujti 'giri-PLUR, run
PARTPx3PLUR, be heard-PRES3SG: The girls are heard running around. [The running 

around of the girls is to be heard.]', ji- 'to come' > xont ji-ne-t n~TJki 'army-NOM, 
come-PARTPx3SG, be seen-PRES3SG: An army is seen coming . [The coming of an 
army is to be seen.]' 

b) Predicate. The participle in -ne forms the basis of the present narrative (cf. 
3.6.2.4.). 

c) Object. This usage is not very common and occurs typically together with verbs 

meaning 'to hear, to see, to know'. An example: ji- 'to come' > n~n ji-ne-n am xoram 

xotal sajt way/am 'PRONPERs2Du, come-PARTPx2Du, PRONPERS 1 SG, three, day-SG, 
behind, know- PRES 1 SGDET: I have known for three days that you are coming.' 

d) Attribute. The participle is widely used in an attributive function and can be 
preceded by objects and adverbials, corresponding widely to (English) relative 

clauses. Some examples: ~ry- 'to sing' > ~ryan xum 'sing-PART, man-NOM: singer 

[singing man]' , woraj- 'to hunt'> woraj-an xum 'hunt-PART, man-NOM: the hunter [the 

man (who is) hunting]' , min- 'to go' > ~~<'a-te jot sali-1 min-ne xum 'woman-Px3SG, 
with, reindeer-INSTR , go-PART, man-NOM : the man going with his wife on a reindeer', 

wsr- 'to make' > x~P w~r-ne xum 'boat-NOM, make-PART , man-NoM: the man (who 

is) making a boat', a/is/- 'to hunt' > xol alis/-an piyris 'fish-NOM, hunt-PART, boy-NOM: 
the boy (who is) fishing. 

e) Adverbial. In connection with various postpositions the present participle forms 
different sorts of adverbials. Person can be indicated with possessive suffixes. 
Some examples: min- 'to go' > am min-ne-m ~/i-p~lt ' PRONPERS 1 SG, go-PARTPx1 SG, 
before: before I go', potart- 'to speak' > potart-a-ne-nal porat 'speak-PARTPx3PLUR, 
time-Loc: when they are speaking' , ropit- 'to work' > taw jomsak' ropit-a-ne-te 

mayas 'PRoNPERs3SG, good, work-PARTPx3SG, because: due to his good work' , o/
'to be ; to live' > ti mat am o/-ne-m sis 'this, place-Loc, PRONPERS1 SG, be-

PARTPx1 SG, while : while living here' , joxt- 'to come, to arrive' >am joxt-a-ne-m mus 
'PRONPERS1 SG, come-PARTPx1 SG, until: until my arrival [coming]'. 
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5.6.2.6. Participle in -m 

This is the past (perfective) participle. It is generally preceded by a connecting 
vowel (-a - -a) , but is added directly to the vocalic stem of the irregular verbs (tot- 'to 
bring' - totam, wi- 'to take' - wim). Just like the present participle, the past participle 
in -m fulfills a wide variety of functions. 

a) Subject. This function is (as is the case with the present participle) most common 
in conjunction with verbs meaning 'to be heard, to be felt , to be seen'. Some 
examples: to/mat- 'to burst, to break' > ak"matert tow to/mat-a-m-e sujti 'suddenly, 
branch-NoM, break-PARTPx3So, be heard-PRES3SG: Suddenly the breaking of a 

branch can be heard .', pin- 'to place' > kent-e pin-m-e n~TJki 'hat-Px3SG, put
PARTPx3So, be seen-PREs3So: It can be seen that he put on his hat.' 

b) Predicate. The participle in -m forms the basis of the past narrative active (cf. 
3.6.2.4.). 

c) Object. This usage is not very common and occurs typically together with verbs 

meaning 'to see, to know'. An example: noTJx-1<"~1- 'to get up' > noTJx-1<"~1-m-e at 

w~ylan? 'get up-PARTPx3SG, NEG, see-PRES2SGDET: Do you not see that he has 
gotten up?' 

d) Attribute. The participle is widely used in an attributive function and can be 
preceded by objects and adverbials, corresponding widely to (English) relative 

clauses. Some examples: ery- 'to sing' > eryam xum 'sing-PART, man-NoM: the man 

who sang' , wt~r- 'to make' >sun wsram xum 'sled-NoM, make-PART, man-NoM: the 

man who made the sled' , a/is/- 'to hunt'> wss a/iSl-a-m piyris 'wild duck-NoM, hunt

PART, boy-NoM: the boy who hunted wild duck', ons- 'to have' > piy onsam ne 'boy

NoM, have-PART, woman-NoM: the woman who had a son', a/- 'to kill' > worajan xum 
a l-a-m wort-oln-ut 'hunt-PARTPRES, man-NoM, kill-PART PAST, bear-NOM: the bear 
killed by the hunter'. 

e) Adverbial. In connection with various postposilions or case suffixes the past 
participle forms different sorts of adverbials. Person can be indicated with 
possessive suffixes . Some examples: min- 'to go' > am min-a-m-am-t 
'PRoNPERs1 So, go-PARTPx1 Soloc : when I went', min-a-m jui-ps/t 'go-PART, after: 

after I left', jox t- 'to come, to arrive'> joxt-am-e ura/'come-PARTPx3SG, about: about 
his arriving/arrival '. 

There is also a past participle in -im, almost always used in a passive sense. Some 
researchers see here a special usage of the gerund in -im(a) (cf. 5.6.3.1.), but it 
would seem better to regard it as a separate participle, above all since its functions 
can quite clearly be separated from those of the gerund (cf. e.g. Kispal 270-276). 
The form in -im is always used as an attribute. Some examples: jakt- 'to cut' > 
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pukl'li-t jakt-im elmxO/as 'navei-Px3So, cut-PART, person-NoM : person whose navel 

[umibilical cord] has been cut', x oj- 'to find , to hit, to strike' > kot'l'-e-nal x ojim x um 
'middle-Px3SGABL, hit-PART, man-NoM: man hit in his middle' . If the agent is 
indicated together with the participle in -im it will (in keeping with the passive 
sense) stand in the lative. Compare the following two forms identical in meaning , 

but using participles in -m and -im: a/- 'to kill' > worajan x um al-a-m wort-oln-ut 
'hunt-PARTPRES , man-NoM, kill-PART, bear-NOM: the bear killed by the hunter' -

worajan x um-n al-im wort-oln-ut 'hunt-PARTPRES, man-LAT, kill-PART, bear-NoM: the 
bear killed by the hunter'. 

5.6.2.7. Participle in -tal 

The suffix -tal (-tal) is used to form adjectives from both nouns and verbs (cf. 4.2.), 
but can also form privative , negative participles. The form -tal is added to 
monosyllabic stems (war- 'to make, to do'> warta/ 'undone' , suns- 'to see, to look'> 
sustal 'unseen'), whereas -ttal is added to longer stems (sak"a/- 'to break' > 
sak"a/attal 'undestroyed') . The participle is usually used as an attribute. Some 

examples: suns- 'to see, to look' > ne sus-tal x on 'woman-NoM, see-PART , king-NoM: 

king unseen by women', os- 'to become tired' >kat-e as-tal x um 'hand-Px3SG, tire
PART, man-NoM: man with a tireless hand'. 

5.6.3. Gerunds 

5.6.3.1. Gerund in -im(a) 

This gerund is formed with the suffix -im(a) added to the verbal stem. The gerunds 
of the irregular verbs are formed from the stems with vowel alternation ending in -j 
(tot- 'to bring' - totim(a}, te- 'to eat' - tajim(a). It can be used as predicate or as an 
adverbial. 

a) Predicate. The gerund forms the basis of the past narrative passive (cf. 
3.6.3.2.2.). 

b) Adverbial. As an adverbial of manner and state the gerund is not used with 

possessive suffixes. Some examples: ery- 'to sing' > ayi eryim pay-minas 'girl-NoM, 

sing-GER, go to shore-PAST3SG: The girl went down to the shore singing.' , xart- 'to 

pull ; to smoke' > ojka x oxsa xart-im onli 'old man-NOM, pipe-NOM , smoke-GER, sit
PREs3So: The old man sits smoking a pipe.' , lowint- 'to read' > ne nepak /owint-im 
on/as 'woman-NoM, letter-NoM, read-GER, sit-PAST3 SG: The woman sat reading a 
letter.' When used as a temporal adverbial the gerund can be used with possessive 

suffixes and/or postpositions or case suffixes : k"al- 'to go; to get up' > x olit k"a l-ima 

fOTJX nakiyti 'morning, arise-GER, hoof-NoM, cut-PREs3SG: Getting up in the morning, 

he cuts hooves .', x uj- 'to sleep'> x uj-ima-t I<" Slaps 'sleep-GERLoc , arise-PAST3SG: 
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After sleeping, he got up.', ket- 'to send' > ket-ima-m jui-p~lt 'send-GERPx1 So, after: 
after I was sent' - ket-ima-m-t 'send-GERPx1 Soloc: when I was sent'. 

5.6.3.2. Gerund In -ke 

The element -ke is attached either directly to the verbal stem or with a connecting 
vowel a - a and is obligatorily followed by a possessive suffix indicating person and 
the locative case suffix -t (min- 'to go' > min-ke-m-t, min-ke-n-t, min-ke-te-t, etc.) This 

gerund has the function of a temporal adverbial. Some examples : juw-joxtal- 'to 

arrive/come home' > juw-joxta/-a-ke-te-t 'arrive home-GERPx3Soloc: when he 

arrives home', Mx-tilaml- 'to fly up' > t~xtat Mx-tilaml-a-ke-nal-t 'loon-PLUR , fly up
GERPx3PLURLoc: when the loons fly up' , jal- 'to go' > m~n asn jal-ke-w-t 
' PRONPERS1 PLUR, city-LAT , go-GERPX1 PLURloc: when we go to the city'. 

5.7. Compound Sentences 

Compound sentences do not play as large a role in Vogul syntax as in that of other 
languages. This is in great part due to the fact that the numerous participial and 
gerund forms used in Vogul simple sentences correspond to subordinate clauses in 
languages of a non-agglutinative type, such as English. Still, there is certainly no 
lack of compound sentences in Vogul and one can say that with the increasing 
influence of Russian and the adoption of new, Russian conjunctions their number is 
growing. One can distinguish on the one hand between paratactic and hypotactic 
compound sentences, on the other between asyndetic (without conjunctions) and 
conjunctional sentences. In the following , examples will be given for the major 
sentence types belonging to these categories. 

5. 7 .1. Paratactlc Sentences 

5. 7 .1.1. Asyndetlc Paratactic Sentences 

In Vogul two simple sentences can be juxtaposed to form a more complex whole, 
their connection and relationship to one another being made apparent by their 
individual meaning, context, and also the intonation util ized by the speaker. It 
should be noted that some sentences , whilst being formally paratactical , are 
logically hypotactical , i.e. one clause is logically subordinate to the other although 
this is not indicated formally . (The following examples for some types of asyndetic 
paratactic sentences are quoted from Balandin 1960:169-171 .) 

Temporal Sentences: 1) Concurrent Action . 6jka potar ~namn potartalas, 
potartimate s~w sos samwitaye ney/a/asiy 'old man-NoM, story-NoM, 
PRONPERS1 SGDAT, teii-PAST3Sa, teii-GERPx3SG, many , time-So, tear-Px3SG
DuPoss , appear-PAST3Du: The old man told me a story (and) while telling it many 

times tears appeared.' 2) Posterior Action. kantmajawes, samayen wit ney/as 
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'become angry-PAsr3So, eye-Px3So-DuPossLAT, water-NoM, appear-PAST3So: He 
became angry (and then) began to cry.' 

Adversative Sentences: p6jarat xoram /uwal jalasasat, am t6p ak" /uwal jalsam 
officiai-PLUR , three, horse-SGINSTR , go-PAST3PLUR, PRONPERS1 So, only, one, horse
SGINSTR , go-PAST1 So: The officials rode in a troika, (but) I went with one horse.' 

Consecutive Sentences: Minskij taw napale ~11kwatMas, ose nerap xol't jemtas 
'Minskij-NoM, PRONPERS3SG, at-Px3SG, look·PAST3So, face-Px3SG, red , as, 
become-PAST3So: Minskij took a look at him (and as a result) he blushed. 

Conditional Sentences: am p~ltam joxteyan, am na11an jomas x~pal miylam 
'PRONPERS1 So, to-Px1 So, come-PRES2So, PRONPERS1 So, PRONPERS2SoAcc , good, 
boat-INSTR , give-PRES 1 SGOET: (If) you come to me, I will give you a good boat.' 

Causal Sentences: am ~samnal p6jarat saka pi/sat, taw saka j6r 6/as 
'PRONPERS1 So, father-Px1 SGABL, officiai-PLUR , very, be afraid-PAsr3PLUR, 
PRoNPERS3So, very, strong, be-PAST3So: The officials were very afraid of my father 
(because) he was very strong.' 

5.7.1.2. Conjunctional Paratactic Sentences 

Real paratactical clause-initial sentence conjunctions are few in Vogul. Here only 
the following will be mentioned: 6s, i, a, no (the latter three borrowed from Russian). 
(The following examples for some types of conjunctional paratactic sentences are 
taken from Balandin 1960:174-175.) 

Temporal Sentences: 1. Concurrent Action (os - i). ak" etpos mot etpos juji-palt 

mini, i t~n a I<" an nem-xunt at x6ntxatayleyat 'one, month-NoM, second, month-NoM, 
after, go-PRES3SG, and , PRONPERS3PLUR, together, never, NEG, meet
PRESREFLEX3PLUR : One month passes after the other and they never meet each 

other.' 2. Posterior Action (Os - i) . ilttiy n~ja11X~P r6xnete sujtas, i m~n pussan as 
fa/tan X~jta/tasuw 'suddenly, steamboat-NOM, howi-PARTPRESPX3SG, be heard
PAST3SG, and, PRoNPERs1PLUR , all , town, quay-LAT, run-PAST1PLUR: Suddenly the 
steamboat's horn sounded and we all ran down to the town's quay.' 

Adversative Sentences (no - a) : xotal xosat Mx-neylas, a kon i11 asirmay 6/as 'sun
NoM, long, appear-PAST3So, but, outside, still , cold-TRANSL , be-PAsr3So: The sun 
had been up for a long time, but outside it was still cold.' 

Consecutive Sentences (i) : osx uli wiyar pos pelamlas i avtomobilit jol-p6jtsat 
'street-NoM, red , light-NoM, light up-PAST3So, and, car-PwR , stop-PAsT3PLuR : On 
the street the red light went on and the cars stopped.' 
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5.7.2. Hypotactic Sentences 

Hypotactic sentences with clause-initial conjunctions are not very typical for Vogul. 
{The frequent "conjunction" -ke is actually a particle and never introduces the 
clause .) Some types of hypotactic sentences are as follows. (The examples are 
taken from Rombandejeva/Vakhruileva 159 or [conditional/local sentences] from 
Kannisto's text collection.) 

Temporal Sentences (xun 'when'): xun ~sam juw-Jaxti, m~n tawe s~li nawl'al tittiluw 
'when, father-Px1 SG, come home-PRES3SG, PRONPERS1 PLUR , PRONPERS3SGAcc , 
reindeer-NOM, meat-INSTR , feed-PRES 1 PLUR DET: When father comes home, we will 
give him reindeer meat to eat.' 

Conditional Sentences (-ke 'if') : mortas tine miyan ke, tinalilam 'adequate, price
Px3SG, give-PREs2SG, if, seii-PRES1 SGDET: If you give an adequate price, I will sell 
it.' Conditional sentences of rejected condition are formed with the conditional-

optative mood: ajam xoraxsi tit olnuw ke, kelpsame juw-ajalanuwluw 'escape
PARTPAsr , robber-NoM, here, be-C03SG, if, blood-Px3SG, drink-C01 PLURDET: If the 
escaped robber were here, we would drink his blood.' 

Concessive Sentences (kas, takas 'although') : takas x~Jti, ti puwawe 'although, run
PREsS SG, then, catch-PRESPAss 3 SG: Although he runs, he will get caught.' 

Comparative Sentences (ak"tap, ak'tapmat 'as if') : m~n takem pelpas x~Jtsuw, 
ak"tapmat xajtnutn jujil n~wluwesuw 'PRoNPERS 1 PLUR, so, quickly, run-PAsr1 PLUR, 
as if, wolf-LAT, after, chase-PAST PAss 1 PLUR: We ran as quickly as if we were being 
chased by wolves.' 

Local Sentences: Certain adverbs, i.a. the local adverbs xot 'where' , xatal' 'where 

to', x atal 'where to' , can be used in a conjunctional sense: x atal' namte pati, tuw 
was mini 'where, thought-Px3SG, faii-PRES3SG, there, let, go-PRES3SG: Wherever it 
pleases her, let her go there.' 

6. Lexicon 

6.0. General Remarks 

In Vogul , just as in other languages, it is possible to distinguish between native and 
borrowed vocabulary . With native vocabulary we mean such items that have always 
formed a part of the Vogul vocabulary . Here we can differentiate between several 
strata: 1) Uralic (U) with cognates in Samoyede, 2) Finno-Ugrian (FU) with 
cognates in Finno-Permian but not Samoyede, 3) Ugrian (Ug.) with cognates in 
Hungarian but not in Finno-Permian (or Samoyede) , and 4) Ob-Ugrian (OU) with 
the only other cognate being in Ostyak (ct. 0.3.). In addition to the native vocabulary 
Vogul has borrowed words from the following languages: Iranian, Ostyak, Yurak, 
Zyrian, Tatar, and Russian. 

6.1. Native Vocabulary 

The number of native stems in Vogul can be estimated at slightly over one 
thousand items. This number can be reached gleaning the following etymological 
works: Uralisches etymalagisches Worterbuch (UEW, edited by Karoly Redei) for 
the U- FU - Ug. strata and the Etymalagisches Belegmaterial contained in 
Geschichte des abugrischen Vakalismus der ersten Silbe by Laszlo Honti for the 
OU layer (cf. 9). In the latter work Honti compiles 829 common Ob-Ugrian stems 
(pages 123-206). An (approximate) number of Vogul stems deriving from Ob
Ugrian can be obtained by subtracting the U- FU- Ug. stems contained. An analysis 
of these works yields the following results : Uralic stems- 226, Finno-Ugrian stems-
363, Ugrian stems - 126, Ob-Ugrian stems - 323 stems, all together 1 038 stems. 
These numbers can and should not, of course, be taken too literally. 1) Although 
they do not contain the very doubtful etymologies, they do contain those considered 
to be less than completely certain. If one were to remove all these the number 
would be reduced by about 200. 2) Not all of these stems are present in all Vogul 
dialects. 3) Future research will undoubtedly add new etymologies (and remove 
some present ones as being erroneous) . Still , even if we take a range of anywhere 
from 800 to 1000 for native Vogul stems we are dealing with a comparatively large 
number of items. One must not forget that each of these stems is additionally 
capable of producing a smaller or larger number of words through the usual 
methods of word formation , meaning that the actual number of native words is much 
higher than the number of native stems. The native stems represent not only the 
oldest, but also the most basic layer of Vogul vocabulary . Here some examples 
from a few basic concept groups: 

1. People, Relatives: U- x um 'man', ne 'woman', sasiy 'uncle' ; FU - piy'boy ; son', es 
'younger sister' , up 'father-in-law' ; Ug. - (?) ~ yi 'girl ; daughter'; OU - e17k 'husband's 

younger sister', jay 'father', jorn 'Samoyede' 

2. Human Body: U - majt 'liver' , nMiy 'cartilage', pu17k 'head'; FU - pal' 'ear', kat 
'hand' , pukni 'navel' ; Ug . - tur 'throat', wasiy 'penis'; OU - no/ 'nose' , w~ryan 
'shoulder' 
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3. Nature: U - m<J 'land, earth', n<Jr 'swamp', x ump 'wave' ; FU - j<J17k 'ice', naram 
'meadow', s~17k'" 'fog'; Ug.- posim 'smoke', tar 'lake'; OU- <Js 'Ob' , r<Jw 'dust', w6t 
'wind' 

4. Fauna: U - xa/'fish' , xu lax 'raven ', palam 'horsefly'; FU - jipiy 'owl' , sort 'pike', 6s 
'sheep'; Ug.- <Jmp 'dog', /uw'horse'; OU- nilwar 'foal ', Man 'salmon' 

5. Flora: U - jiw 'tree' , xi!!' 'birch', nuli 'fir'; FU - ta17k'" 'moss' , x6sman 'onion'; Ug. -
pum'grass' , j~k'"ar'roots of a fallen tree'; OU- saw 'bud', silwl'li'blueberry' 

6. House, Instruments, Clothes: U - swi 'door', xalap 'net', j6wt 'bow'; FU - kol 
'house', sun 'sled', sup 'shirt' ; Ug.- tawt 'quiver', nayar 'saddle'; OU • osma 'pillow' , 
taj'ladle', k~nt 'cap' 

7. Quality, Quantity: U - janiy'large', xosa 'long'; FU - ssw 'much', isam 'warm'; Ug. 

jomas 'gut', mi/'deep'; OU - silliy 'thin ', a tar 'clear' 

8. Numerals: U- kitiy'2'; FU- akwa'1', xaram '3', nila'4' , at 'S' , X6t '6', low'10', x us 
'20', silt'100'; Ug. - silt'?', no/olow'8' 

9. Basic Verbs: U- min- 'to go', pin- 'to place, to put' , x 61- 'to die'; FU- t~ - 'to eat' , jin

'to cut', aj-'to drink'; Ug. - joxt- 'to come' , ney- 'to tie' , mas- 'to dress'; OU • wilr- 'to 
make; to do', jant- ' sew', jony- 'to play' 

Naturally enough, there can be ancient loan words in the native vocabulary 
of Vogul , words which were borrowed before Vogul became a distinct, separate 
language. Some examples: U - mi- 'to give' , wit 'water' , nam 'name' (< Indo
European); FU- sst'100', 6tar 'lord' , s6rpi 'male reindeer' (< Indo-European); Ug. -
silt '7' (< Indo-European), xuntal' 'mole' (Turkic); OU - m~17k'" 'forest spirit' (< Indo
European) . 

6.2. Borrowed Vocabulary 

Vogul has borrowed lexical items from the languages with which it has been in 
contact: Iranian, Ostyak, Yurak, Zyrian , Tatar, and Russian. The most numerous 
borrowings occurred from Zyrian, Tatar, and Russian . Today it is only Russian 
which plays an important role in this respect. 

1..!:9.ni.rul: Words borrowed from Iranian languages represent an old stratum in Vogul 
vocabulary. Contact with Iranian languages took place already in the Ugrian and 
Ob-Ugrian eras. The handful of words borrowed directly into Vogul came in the first 
millennium A.D. The most extensive work on the Iranian loan words in Vogul and 
Ostyak was done by Eva Korenchy (lranische Lehnworter in den obugrischen 
Sprachen, 1972). Some of the Vogul words she regards as being Iranian loan 
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words (disregarding older etymological strata) are:? Sras 'hearth', ~sarma 'shame', 
k~r 'iron', ? pilnt 'older sister's husband', p07J 'rich ; wealth ', siraj 'sword', silrkas 
'eagle' , w<Jsiy 'reindeer calf'. 

~: There have always been contacts between the two sister Ob-Ugrian 
languages Vogul and Ostyak, contacts which even today are retained to some 
extent. The mutual loan words (Vogul > Ostyak and Ostyak > Vogul) and their 
number have not yet formed the object of a large-scale study, but are commented 
upon in various etymological works. The major difficulty in their assessment lies in 
determining whether the word comes from common Ob-Ugrian stock or is indeed a 
loan word (and even if there is agreement that it is a loan word it is not always easy 
to determine the direction of the borrowing). Some examples for Ostyak loan words 
in (Northern) Vogul taken from the UEW: xis 'sand', mu/'magic words' , n6x ar 'cedar 
nut', ossam'crazy', ant 'forest , wilderness', wox 'copper, iron'. 

Yurak: The linguistic contacts between Vogul and their northern neighbors the 
Yurak have been investigated most extensively by Wolfgang Steinitz (Zu den 
samojedischen Lehnw6rtern im Ob-Ugrischen, UAJb. 31: 426-453, 1959). He finds 
a total of approximately 30 Yurak loan words in Vogul. These are restricted to the 
Northern dialect group. The great majority deal with reindeer husbandry. Some 
examples: okka 'tame reindeer', jilmt'uw 'reindeer rein', x6pt 'castrated reindeer or 
horse', x atar 'grey (reindeer)' , lipi 'reindeer dog', p6rxa 'fur made out of light and 
thin reindeer hide'. 

Zyrian: The Zyrian loan words form one of the older strata in Vogul vocabulary. The 
earliest loan words probably entered the Vogul language between the tenth and 
fifteenth centuries, as it is assumed that many Voguls lived in this period west of the 
Urals in the direct vicinity of the Zyrians. Even later, contacts between the two 
peoples were retained, above all in the north where Zyrians were wont to visit and 
settle. Karoly Redei studied the Zyrian loan words in Vogul (Die syrjtinischen 
Lehnw6rter im Wogulischen, 1970) and deals with a total of 338 words, 297 of 
which he regards as certain loan words. The great majority of these words are to be 
found in the Northern dialect (or the Northern dialect and other dialect groups). 
They are typical cultural words and can be assigned to a great many different 
semantic groups. Some examples: kar 'woodpecker', tus 'beard', paras 'pig', sartl'li 
'beet', s6n'li 'gold; golden', silras 'ocean', Siljt 'ruble ', Mstan 'whetstone' , taman 
'lock' , majtak 'soap', jilrmak 'silk' , niln 'bread', jurt 'comrade, friend ', rus 'Russian', 
m6rt- 'to measure' , ku/' 'devil ', n~pak'paper', saka 'very', sistam 'clean'. 

Tatar: In his work published in 1925 (Die tatarischen Lehnw6rter im Wogu/ischen) 
Artturi Kannisto discusses a total of 554 words, 508 of which he regards as being 
certain Tatar loan words in Vogul. Their distribution in the Vogul dialects is uneven. 
The Tatars with whom the Voguls came into contact lived to the south of the Vogul 
population. Thus the majority of the Tatar loan words are to be found in the 
southern and/or eastern dialect groups with far fewer present in the other dialects. 
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For the northern dialect group Kannisto identified 42 certain and 7 uncertain loan 
words from the Tatar language. As is the case with the Zyrian loanwords the Tatar 
loan words cover many different semantic areas. Some examples: ~kar 'small 
housedog', xortxan 'goshawk', sul'oats', solwa 'scythe', toxa 'knee timber', japak 
'silk' , asax 'hearth', pusa 'type of beer', ~lak 'sieve', xon 'king', tumra 'type of string 
instrument', poxatur'hero'. 

Russian: The noted Hungarian Vogulist Bela Kalm{m examined the Russian loan 
words in Vogul (Die russischen Lehnworter im Wogulischen, 1961 ). Restricting 
himself by and large to the words present by the last century he treats a total of 580 
Russian loanwords 246 of which are present in the northern dialect group. The 
western and southern dialect groups showed even more loan words due to their 
closer contacts with the Russians although all dialect groups came into direct 
contact with them. The Russian loan words come from a great many semantic 
groups. Some examples: /'on 'flax', turka 'shotgun', arant 'debt' , k~rap/'i 'ship', 
musta 'bridge', nJpata 'work', simsak 'earring', turpa 'pipe; chimney', pulka 'round 
bun', istakan 'drinking glass', kul'ait- 'to (go for a) walk', pap 'priest', k(i)flika 'book'. 

It should be noted that Vogul has been exposed to an intensive Russian 
influence in this century unequal to that of before. The modern language employs a 
great many Russian loan words and any Russian word can be regarded as a 
potential loan word. 

1- Vogul Linguistic Studies 

Compared with better-known Finno-Ugrian languages such as Hungarian, Finnish, 
and Estonian serious linguistic study on the Vogul language began late. From the 
time before the 18th century we possess only the sporadic mentioning of Vogul 
words or names, mostly in Russian chronicles. In the 1700's several short Vogul 
word lists were compiled (Herberstein , Messerschmidt, Strahlenberg, Fischer, 
Schlozer, Pallas, Klaproth) . These glossaries possess value but are marred by an 
inexact notation of the Vogul words. Real work began with the Hungarian linguist 
Antal Reguly (1819-1858) who conducted an expedition to the Voguls in 1843-
1844 and collected a goodly amount of material. In his short life Reguly was unable 
to prepare or publish his collection. Another Hungarian, Pal Hunfalvy (181 0-1891) 
took up the work and used Reguly's material as a source for his book A vogu/ fold 
es nep [The Vogul Country and People], Pest, 1864, but was unable to decipher all 
of Reguly's texts. The work contains an account of Reguly's expedition, some Vogul 
texts, grammatical explanations, and information on Vogul folklore and religious 
beliefs. 

In the middle of the last century the Gospels according to Matthew and Mark 
were translated into (Kanda) Vogul by two missionary priests, the brothers Grigorij 
and Georg Popov. Hunfalvy published these texts together with Vogui-Hungarian 
glossaries in the Nyelvtudomanyi K6zlemenyek IX and X (1872, 1873). The same 
texts were utilized by the Finn August Ahlqvist (1826-1889) who republished them 
(posthumously) in 1894 with a short grammar of the Kanda, Pelym, and Sosva 
dialects (MSFOu. VII, 1894). Ahlqvist made a total of three trips to the Voguls in 
1858, 1877, and 1880 and collected material, mostly from the Kanda dialect. 

Reguly and Hunfalvy had a worthy successor in the Hungarian Bernat 
Munkacsi (1860-1937) who conducted an expedition to the Voguls in 1888-89. He 
traveled extensively in the Vogul-speaking areas and collected a wealth of material 
from all four major dialect groups as well as going through Reguly's texts with 
native speakers in preparation for their editing . His major publications are: 1) A 
vogul nyelvjarasok sz6ragozasukban ismertetve (Vogul Dialects and Their 
Inflection), NyK XXI-XXIV (1890-1894) treating the Northern, Middle Lozva, Lower 
Lozva, Kanda, Pelym, and Tavda dialects, and 2) Vogul nepkO/tesi gyajtemeny 
(Vogul Folklore Collection). This collection in four volumes is still a major source for 
research on the Vogul language. The texts are grouped by genre, not by dial·ect 
and are followed by a Hungarian translation . Volume 1: Tales and Songs about the 
Creation of the World, Volume II: Heroic Songs of the Gods, Volume Ill: Bear Songs, 
Volume IV: Pictures from Life. The commentary volumes to the text volumes contain 
various treatises on Vogul folklore, religion, etc., notes on the texts with 
explanations of words or grammatical structures, and glossaries. The text volumes 
were published between 1892 and 1896, the commentary volumes to I and II 
between 1892 and 1921 . The commentary volumes to Ill and IV were written after 
Munkacsi's death by the Hungarian Vogulist, Bela Kalman (1913-1997). and 
published in 1952 and 1963. 

The second Finn to travel to the Voguls was Artturi Kannisto (1874-1943) 
who spent nearly six years (1901-1906) doing field work there. The material he 
collected constitutes the second major Vogul text collection and like that of 
Munkacsi is still an indispensable source for Vogul linguistic research . Kannisto 
collected material from all the extant Vogul dialects and used a phonetic notation 
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far more exact than that of Munkacsi. Kannisto's material was posthumously edited 
and published by Matti Liimola (1903-197 4) in six volumes in the MSFOu. Volume 1: 
Mythical Texts (1951 ), Volume II: Tales of Wars and Heroes (1955), Volume Ill: Folk 
Tales (1956), Volume IV: Bear Songs (1958), Volume V: Presentations at Bear 
Festivals (1959), and Volume VI: Fate Songs, Laments, Children's Rhymes, Riddles 
(1963). The texts are followed by a translation in German and are supplemented 
with explanatory notes on particular words and structures. 

Russian linguists only began to show real interest in Vogul after the fall of the 
czarist regime. The most important names in this regard are V. I. Cernecov, A. N. 
Balandin, and more recently Elena Skribnik. Starting primarily from the 1950's 
there have also been native Voguls doing linguistic research on their mother 
tongue. Here we can mention M. P. Vakhru~eva, A. I. Sajnachova, E. A. Kuzakova 
and above all E. I. Rombandejeva who has published several eminently important 
works on Vogul. 

Luckily, there has been no lack of Western researchers in the last century 
who have worked with and published on Vogul. Here it is not possible to mention 
all of them along with their works. Only some of the more prominent from recent 
years can be listed: Bela Kalman, Gyorgy Lak6, Magdolna Kispal, Eva Sal, Karoly 
R_~dei, Janos Gulya, Laszlo Honti, Laszl6 Keresztes, Katalin Sipocz [Hungary]; Matti 
Lumola, Vuokko Eiras, Ulla-Maija Kulonen [Finland]; Wolfgang Steinitz, Wolfgang 
Veenker [Germany]; Robert Austerlitz, Lawrence Murphy [USA]; Giuliano Pirotti 
[Italy]. 

8. Vogul Texts with Explanations 

In the following texts the transliteration has been simplified. Unless otherwise 
indicated, in the explanatory notes a noun is in the nominative singular, a verb in 
the present indicative - indeterminate conjugation, and a possessive suffix denotes 
singular possession. If a verb is in the determinate conjugation the number of the 
object is noted only if it this is not the singular. 

8.1. Song of the Vogul Girl Sold Secretly to a Russian Rich Man's 
Son 

The following is the abridged beginning of a tale to be found in Munk<ksi's 
collection of texts (ct. 7), volume IV/1: 79-82. It is included in the section "Fate 
Songs: Women's Songs". 

ayi kit jay-piy onsi. 
girl, two, father-son [brother), have·3SG 

jay-piyaye to ram xotale jemt-ke osan jalentey, pojar-piy palt ajey, teyey. 
brother-Px3SG-Dlf'oss, God, day-P>GSG, every, city·LAT, go-3Du, rich man-son, at, drink·3Du, eat-3Du 

jay-ayiten pojar-piyna tolmaxal tinalasten. 
father-daughter [sister)·Px3Du, rich man-son·LAT, secret intention-1'-lSTFI seii-3DuPASTDET 

sat kemiy jemtas, ayi jay-piyayen pojar-piy palt osna wowes. 
week, about, pass-3Sc:PAST, girl, brother-Px3SG-Dlf'OSSLAT, rich man-son, to, city·LAT, call· 
3 Sc:P ASTP ASS 

matariy wowes, ayi xotal wayte? 
something·TRANSL, caii·3Sc:PASTPASS, girl, from where, know·3Sc:OET 

ayi janiy onye nopallawi: "am jank saxim jow tOieln!" 
girl, large, sister-in-law-Px3SG, to, say-3SG, PROII.PERS1 SG, white, fur-Px1 SG, in, bring·2SGIMPDET 

man Mye nopallawi: kwosar-sis xansan wayayam jow toleyan! 
small, sister-in-law-Px3SG, to, say-3SG, squirrel-back, dappled, boot·PX1 SG-Dlf'oss , in, bring· 
2SGIMPDETDu 

jank saxite jow tolwes, kwosar-sis xansa11 wayaye jow tolwesiy. 
white, fur-Px3SG, in, bring·3Sc:PASTPASS, squirrel-back, dappled, boot-P>GSG-DuPoss, in, bring· 
30\.f'ASTPASS 

ti masxats, kwona kwals, sunen Ontas. 
then, dress-3Sc:PASTAEFLEX, out, go-3SGPAST, sled·P>GSGLAT, sit down-3Sc:PAST 
man pojar, man rumate palt ta totwes. 
small, rich man, small, friend-Px3SG, to, then, bring·3Sc:PASTPASS 

pojar-piy l'al't kwalas, jow wanttaste, akw laylap laylan rumkal sawal ajtite. 
rich man-son, towards, go-3Sc:PAST, in, lead·3SGPASTDET, one, leg-Adj. leg·Adj, glass·INSTR. much· 
INSTFI give to drink-3SG0ET 

ayi ajas, ajas; to I nomsaxti: wassiy at ajeyam, jol-joxtawem. 
girl, drink-3Sc:PAST, drink·3SGPAST, then, think·3SG, more, NEG, drink-1 SG, get drunk·1 SG 

rumaten os aju11kwe woratawe. os ajas, tal ta rayats. 
friend-Px3S<iAT, again, drink·INF, urge·3SGPASS, again, drink-3SGPAST, afterwards, then, faii·3SGPAST 

xosa, man wat'i xujas, nom: sajkals. 
long, or, short, lie·3SGPAST, up, wake up-3SGPAST 
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takwiten kwoss xonti: somara11 sontap wojkan jupkal mastima. 
PROJ\REFL3S<i.AT, when, look-3SG, pleat-ADJ, mouth-ADJ, white, blouse-INSTF\ dress-
3SGPASTPASSNAAA 

laylayen kwoss xonti: simsar-r'lol kit posmax mastima. 
leg-Px3ScrDuPossLAT, when, look-3SG, duck-nose, two, shoe, dress-3SGPASTPASSNAAA 

xonte mastima, takwi at wayte. salijane at'imat, jay-piyaye at'imiy. 

Vogul 

when, dress-3SGPASTPASSNARR, PROt>AEFL3SG, NEG, know-3SGDET, reindeer-Px3SG-PLUAPOSS, 
NEGPLUR, brother-3SG-DUPOSS, NEGOU 

ayi ness I'Onsi, I'Onsi. 
girl, just, cry-3Sa, cry-3SG 

. A girl has two brothers. Her brothers go to town every God-given day, they 
dnnk and eat at the rich man's son's place. They sold their sister secretly to the rich 
man's son. A week passed, the girl was invited by her brothers to the rich man's 
son's place. As to why she was invited, how should she know? The girl says to her 
:ld~r si.ster-in-law: "Bring in my white fur." She says to her younger sister-in-law: 
Bn~g 1n my squtrrel-back dappled boots." Her white fur was brought in, her 

squtrrel-back dappled boots were brought in . She got dressed. She went out and 
sat down on her sled. She was brought to the young rich man, to her little friend. 
~he stepped up to the rich man's son, he led her inside. He gave her a lot to drink 
1n a one-stemmed glass. The girl drank and drank. Then she thinks: "I won't drink 
any more, I'll get drunk." She is urged to drink again by her friend. Again she drank, 
then she fell down. She lay for a long time or a short time, then she came to. When 
she looks at herself she sees that she has been dressed in a white blouse with 
pleats around the neck. When she looks at her legs she sees that she has been 
dressed in two duck-nose shoes. She has no idea when she was dressed. Her 
reindeer are gone, her brothers are gone. The girl cries and cries. 

8.2. A little Bird and His Sister 

This is.the abridged beginning of a tale from Kannisto's text collection (Wogulische 
Volksdtchtung Ill : 52-54) as edited by Matti Liimola. 

katkasi jay-ayiM Oley. to ram xotal ta tiyliyti. 
little bird, father-daughter [sister]-COLL , live-3Du, God, day, then, fly about-3SG 

manar xonti, jay-ayiten loti. akwmatert minas, kolna xontxatas, surmas tara juw
saltaps. 
what, find-3SG, sister-Px3S<i.AT, bring-3SG, once, go-3SGPAST, hut-LAT, come upon-3SGPAST, 
smoke-hole, through, go in-3SGPAST 

wojpot xontas. tes, nole wojal pol'l'as, laylaye wojal pOl'!' as ta minas. 
fat pot, find-3SGPAST, eat-3SGPAST, nose-Px3SG, fat-k'>lSTR, let solidify-3SGPAST leg-Px3SG-DuPoss 
fat-INSTF\Iet solidify-3SGPAST, then, go-3 SGPAST ' ' 

juw joxtas, jay-ayiten xot-wojwesat wOjane. Ia xujasiy, xolitan kwalsiy, Os Ia minas. 
home, come-3SGPAST, sister-Px3 SGLAT, take away-3PLUAPASTPASS, fat-Px3SG-PLUAPOSS, then, 
sleep-3DuPAST, in the morning, get up-3DUPAST, again, then, go-3SGPAST 
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os tuw joxtas, surmas tara juw-saltaps, os akwta wojpot xontiypas. 
again, there, come-3SGPAST, smoke-hole, through, go in-3SGPAST, again, same, fat pot, find-3SGPAST 

os tes, wassiy nox at lapi, saw tes. nomasi: "xotal salteyam?" 
again, eat-3SGPAST, more, up, NEG, rise-3SG, much, eat-3SGPAST, think-3SG, where to, go in-1 SG 

sowalloxan saltaps ta onli. 
fireplace-corner-LAT, go in-3SGPAST, then, sit-3SG 

xumiy jineten ta sujti. saltsiy juw, sunsiylaxtey: "wOjpotmen os tajima! 
man-Du come-PAAlf'RESPx3Du, then, be heard-3SG, come in-3DuPAST, inside, look around-3Du, fat 
pot-Px1 OU, again, eat-PASTPASSNARR 

taw manarna sa tewe?" akw xumite nopallawi: "naT] ul'a to stan!" 
it, what-LAT, then , eat-3SGPASS, one, man-PX3SG, to, say-3SG, PROi'PERS2SG, fire, lay-2SGIMP 

akwate ul'a !Ostu11kwe pats, kate IUW xOjas: "axa!" lawi. 
one-Px3SG, fire, lay-INF, begin-3SGPAST, hand-PX3SG, there, touch-3SGPAST, oh!, say-3SG 

"puna11 malar kapajn katam xojas." ul'a tOstas, ul'a pelamtasiy, a11kwatasten: 
feather-ADJ. something, big thing-LAT, hand-Px1 Sa, touch-3SGPAST, fire, lay-3SGPAST, fire, light-
30uPAST, look at-30UPAST0ET 

"ejl men wojpotmen taw ti tenete. sar na11 Onlan, ul'a wos lumsi; men na11an sar 
sOpitilmen!" 
ah!, PRONPERS1 OU, fat pot-Px1 OU, it, then, eat-3SGNARR, just, PROi'PERS2SG, sit-2SGIMP, fire, let, flame 
up-3SG, PRONPERS1 Du, PROi'PERS2SGACC, just, settle with-1 OuDET 

A little bird lives together with its sister. Every day it flies about. What it finds , it 
brings to its sister. Once it flew off and came upon a hut. It entered through the 
smoke-hole. It found a pot of fat. It ate, let fat solidify on its nose, let fat solidify on its 
legs and left. It came home, its sister took off the fat. They slept, they got up, it took 
off again. It went there again, entered through the smoke-hole and found the same 
pot of fat again. It ate again, it could not fly off any more, it had eaten too much. It 
thinks: "Where shall I hide?" It crawled into the corner by the fireplace and sits. Two 
men can be heard coming . They entered, they look around. "Our pot of fat has been 
eaten again! Who has been eating it?" One man says to the other: "Lay a fire." He 
starts to lay a fire and his hand reaches in: "Aha!", he says. "My hand touched 
something big and feathery." He laid a fire, they lit a fire and looked at it [the bird): 
"Ah! It's the one that has been eating our pot of fat. You just sit there. Let the fire 
flame up. We'll settle with you!" 

8.3. Animals and Birds in Winter 

The following abridged text comes from the manual MaucuficKuii liJbiK (intended for 
use by students with Vogul as their mother tongue at teachers' colleges) by E. I. 
Rombandejeva and M. P. Vakhruseva, page 118. 

telijiy jemti, tojt pati. Ojxulat tOjt xaln salteyat, tot Onleya t, et xoleyat. 
winter-TRANSL, become-3SG, snow, faii-3SG, beast-fish [animai]-PLUR, snow, between, go in-3PLUR, 
there, sit-3PLUR, night, sleep-3PLUR 

xotalay jemti, tan sOityaleyat, xajliytim isiltaxteyat, jOramtaxteyat. 
day-TRANSL, become-3SG, PRONPERs3PLUR, jump about-3PLUR, run about-GER, warm up-3PLUR, 
gather strength-3PLUR 
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ajx,ul taml'e pis, taml'e mutra ta Msi. 
animal, such, skill, such, trick, then, have-3SG 

82 

towla11 ajat- wasat, luntat- reya11 samn noriyleyat. tot tenut Oli, wile tol. 

Vogul 

feather-ADJ, animai-PLUR, wild duck-PLUA, wild goose-PLUR, warm, region-LAT, migrate-3PLUR, there, 
food, be·3SG, water-Px3Sa, fresh 

tan talanal tot ta x.oltijanal. towa towla11 ajat taj man Olne mawnal reya11 samn at 
osiltaxtiyleyat. 
PROflf'ERs3PLUR, winter-Px3PLUR, there, then, spend-3PLUFDET, other, feather-ADJ. animai-PLUR, but, 
PROIIf'ERS1 PLUR, live-PARTPRES, country-PX1 PLURAa, warm, region-LAT, NEG, go off-3PLUR 

tan man jotuw tit ta Oleyat, tit ta xoleyat. taj man jortanuw, man rumanuw - soprat, 
a11x.at, kisapat, jatrit. 
PROIIf'ERs3PLUR, PROflf'ERS1 PLUR, with-PX1 PLUR, here, then, live-3PLUR, here, then , sleep-3PLUR, 
you see, PROflf'ERS1 PLUR, companion-Px1 PLUR-PLUAPOSS, PROIIf'ERS1 PLUR, friend-PX1 PLUR
PLUAPOSS, wood grouse-PLUR, snow grouse-PLUR, hazel grouse-PLUR, black grouse·PLUR 
a rinekwat os sakwal'akat taj tal simet x.ottal' tuwnuw jalanteyat, tuwal tojapalay Os 
akwtiy juwl'e joxteyat. 
crow-PLUR, and, magpie·PLUR, then again, winter, heart-Px3S<i.oc, somewhere, there-CoMP, go off-
3PLUR, from there, early spring-TRANSL, again, here, back, come-3PLUR 
tan juwl'e neyleyat, manta saytew: tajapalay ta jemtas, mol' ax. tujiy ti jemti. 
PROflf'ERs3PLUR, back, appear-3PLUR, PROf'PERS1 PLUR, then , be happy-1 PLUR, early spring·TRANSL, 
then, become-3S<:PAST, soon, spring-TRANSL, then, become-3So 

It is turning winter, snow is falling. The animals creep into the snow, there they sit 
and at night they sleep. When it turns day they jump about; running around they 
warm up and gather strength. Animals have skills and tricks like that. Birds - wild 
ducks, wild geese - migrate to warm regions. There is food there and fresh water. 
They spend their winter there. But other birds do not fly off from the country we live 
in to warm regions. They live here with us, they sleep here. Our companions, our 
friends are the wood grouse, the snow grouse, the hazel grouse, the black grouse. 
Crows and magpies fly further off in the dead of winter. Then in early spring they 
return here again. They appear once more and we are happy: early spring has 
come, soon it will be real spring. 
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1 o. Abbreviations 

1 Abbreviations Used In Explanatory Notes 1 o . . 

1 
2 
3 
Abl 
Ace 
Adj 
Aux 
co 
Coli 
Com 
Comp 
Oat 
Det 
DetDu 
DetPiur 
DetSg 
Du 
DuPoss 
Gar 
Imp 
lnd 
lndet 
lnf 
lnstr 
Lat 
Loc 
Narr 
Neg 
Nom 
Part 
PartPast 
PartPres 
Pass 
Past 
Plur 
PlurPoss 
Prec 
Pres 
PronEmph 
PronPers 
PronRefl 
PronSol 
Px 
Reflex 
Sg 

First person 
Second person 
Third person 
Ablative 
Accusative 
Adjectival suffix 
Auxiliary verb 
Conditional-Optative 
Collective suffix 
Comitative 
Comparative 
Dative 
Determinate conjugation 
Determinate conjugation, dual object 
Determinate conjugation, plural object 
Determinate conjugation, singular object 
Dual 
Dual possession 
Gerund 
Imperative 
Indicative 
Indeterminate conjugation 
Infinitive 
Instrumental 
Lative 
Locative 
Narrative 
Negation 
Nominative 
Participle 
Past participle 
Present participle 
Passive 
Past tense 
Plural 
Plural possession 
Precative 
Present tense 
Emphatic personal pronoun 
Simple personal pronoun 
Reflexive personal pronoun 
Solitary personal pronoun 
Possessive suffix 
Reflexive 
Singular 
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SgPoss 
Trans! 

Singular possession 
Translative 

87 
Vogul 

1 0.2. Abbreviations of Books and Journals 
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JSFOu. 
MSFOu. 
NyK 
UAJb. 
UEW 

Acta Linguistica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, Budapest 
Finnisch-ugrische Forschungen, Helsinki 
Journal de Ia Societe Finno-Ougrienne, Helsinki 
Memoires de Ia Societe Finno-Ougrienne, Helsinki 
Nyelvtudomanyi Kozlemenyek, Budapest 
Urai-Aitaische Jahrbucher, Wiesbaden 
Redei, Karoly (ed.): Uralisches etymologisches Worterbuch. Budapest, 
1988 


